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1.1  Background  

The use of renewable sources of energy is expanding worldwide to support 
the creation of (more) sustainable energy systems (Latinopoulos and 
Kechagia 2015). Among all the sources of renewable energy, wind has 
received a vast attention in recent times because it is emission-free and 
because it is one of the most economical forms of renewable energy. 
However, the establishment of reliable wind energy system is challenging 
because of the highly dynamic behaviour of wind (Chandra et al. 2013). At 
medium and high altitudes, wind dynamics are strongly driven by the 
interaction between atmospheric layers with different pressures and 
temperature gradients. Near the earth’s surface these interactions are also 
modulated by the natural topography and by human made structures. Hence, 
wind dynamics for a given area can be rather heterogeneous (Cradden et al. 
2014).  
 
 Geographers and climatologists often characterize wind dynamics by 
registering its speed and the direction from where it blows. Scientists and 
engineers rely on these two characteristics to determine wind power 
potential. Understanding the variability in wind speed and direction is not 
only important for wind power related studies (Chandra et al. 2013) but also 
for other applications. For instance, fire growth prediction studies (Huang et 
al. 2009) or for the study of regional rainfall analysis (Nicholson 2013). 
Valuable insights in wind behaviour can be achieved through the exploration 
of wind patterns (Hernández-Escobedo et al. 2014); particularly, in relation 
to its power potential (Beccali et al. 2010, Miao et al. 2016). To date, various 
studies have focused on the identification of wind patterns. For instance, 
Cradden et al. (2014), Earl et al. (2013) and Santos-Alamillos et al. (2014) 
analyzed and mapped the spatial variability of wind patterns across a region 
to, for instance, determine areas with optimal levels of wind speed for a wind 
farm (Landberg 1997). Other studies have examined the impact of wind 
speed patterns across a broad geographical area on the production of wind 
farms (Fripp and Wiser 2008, De Meij et al. 2016, Fadare 2010). However, 
considering wind spatial variability only is insufficient for understanding and 
characterizing wind behaviour because wind varies across time and height. In 
this sense, a novel approach to mine and explore wind patterns from a multi-
dimensional perspective (space, time and height) could certainly contribute 
to a better understanding of wind behaviour in a geographic context. 
Furthermore, the erratic nature of wind power production, which is highly 
affected by the changes in wind speed and direction over space, time and 
height, has become a contentious issue in wind energy development. 
Because of this, it is crucial to have a systematic modelling approach capable 
to predict and visualize various wind energy production scenarios. Such an 
approach could facilitate the work of wind energy practitioners. Therefore, 
new approaches to mine wind patterns mining and to model wind energy are 
the main focus of this PhD thesis. 
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1.2 Mining Wind Patterns: a multi-dimensional  
    perspective 

Various techniques have been used to extract wind patterns, including the 
use of physical models (Landberg 1999, Archer and Jacobson 2013), 
statistics (Mann et al. 2012, Jung and Tam 2013) and data mining (Liu and 
Weisberg 2005, Kusiak et al. 2009b). Data mining (DM) techniques have 
been used in various studies for exploring patterns from complex and large 
datasets where it has been found to be less time consuming than other 
approaches  (Zaki et al. 2010). DM refers to the process of extracting 
meaningful patterns that were previously unknown and “hidden” in the data 
(Baker 2010, Zhao and Yao 2005). In a context of ever-increasing wind data 
and with pressing needs for turning this data into useful information (e.g. 
international commitments to produce more renewable energy), developing 
and testing novel DM approaches is a requirement for identifying new 
insights. DM has received attention in wind studies that focus on the 
prediction or the optimization of power systems (Colak et al. 2012). 
However, the application of DM to characterize wind behaviour is still 
undeveloped. The exploration of wind patterns is independently done for wind 
speed and for wind direction even though Erdem and Shi (2011) identified 
that these two attributes are highly correlated. As such, current exploratory 
approaches provide insufficient results because they disregarded the 
relationship between wind speed condition with the wind direction 
(Yesilbudak et al. 2017). Hence, it is vital to combine both wind attributes 
when mining wind patterns. Among the various DM techniques, frequent 
pattern mining is used to explore significant behaviour in datasets and has 
found numerous applications in diverse domains such as web mining and 
biological data analysis (Chen et al. 2003, Nakahara et al. 2010, Kum et al. 
2006). However, one of the inherent limitations of frequent pattern mining is 
its inability to extract complex multi-dimensional patterns. Due to this 
limitation, mining multi-dimensional wind patterns has received little 
attention. This PhD thesis addresses this knowledge gap and focuses on 
mining wind patterns in space and time, where space includes both location 
and height. Particularly, the dynamics of wind behaviour can be characterised 
using the following wind patterns exploration approaches: 
 
2D Frequent Patterns    

Most frequent pattern mining approaches have been used to mine the spatial 
or the temporal dimension of the data. Studies that focus on the temporal 
dimension can be further classified into those that consider time as a discrete 
or as a continuous variable. Early attempts in frequent pattern mining relied 
on the discrete-time approach, in which the time horizon is divided into a 
number of time intervals of uniform duration (i.e. hourly or daily). Previous 
studies such as Das et al. (1998), Chen and Hu (2006) and (Hu et al. 2008) 
only focused on mining patterns along the discrete-time dimension, whereas 
Benkert et al. (2008) and Cao et al. (2016) focused on the spatial dimension. 
These studies have drawn attention especially mining patterns from both 
dimensions. It is generally believed that using this mining approach to mine 
significant patterns from both the spatial and the temporal dimensions (i.e. 
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2D) might contribute to discover new insights in wind studies. Yet, few 
studies have used this approach. For instance, Turdukulov et al. (2014) 
mined moving flock patterns from a large spatio-temporal dataset. Even 
though it is important to mine patterns across space and time, the 
exploration of wind patterns also requires considering its speed and direction. 
Several studies have shown that it is possible to mine frequent patterns from 
individual attributes (Roberto and Bayardo 1998, Han et al. 2007, Rashid et 
al. 2017). Therefore, this thesis concentrates on mining wind patterns while 
considering multiple attributes and while taking into consideration their 
occurrences in space (location) and time. The resulting patterns are 
organized into groups of wind characteristics which describe the space-time 
varying behaviour of wind dynamics that occurred in discrete-time unit 
(daily).  

Research on frequent pattern mining algorithms has traditionally 
focus on improving their efficiency so that they could be used to mine 
patterns in large datasets with long sequences (Pughazendi and Punithavalli 
2011). However, the main issue when mining continuous-time series data, 
such as wind data, is that if the sequences are split based on discrete-time 
units (i.e. days), then the patterns that outspan these units are not 
identified. This limitation has been shown in previous studies such as Das et 
al. (1998), Chen and Hu (2006) and Hu et al. (2008). In these studies, the 
datasets were first discretized into series of sub-sequences of fixed length 
(e.g. days) and then, mine these sub-sequences for frequent patterns. This 
approach overlooks patterns that fall between the selected time periods. 
Thus, splitting time into fixed intervals leads to sub-optimal data structures 
and makes it diQcult to mine a complete set of frequent patterns (Tanbeer et 
al. 2009). To overcome this limitation, this thesis has developed a new 
pattern mining approach that can be implemented without discretizing the 
time dimension. Wind patterns that occur at any point in the continuous 
domain of time can then be discovered so that wind speed and direction data 
can be optimally explored. 
 
3D Frequent Patterns  

Getting a holistic understanding of wind behaviour over space (location and 
height) and time (i.e. over three dimensions), helps to get new insights on 
the behaviour of wind. These insights can then be “condensed” into typical 
wind profile patterns for a given area (and period). Several methods have 
been used to explore wind pattern in these three dimensions (Pérez et al. 
2005, Clobes et al. 2011, Kettle 2014) but these methods have typically been 
applied to point (station) observations (Sempreviva et al. 2008, Newman and 
Klein 2014). Thus, the revealed wind behaviour is not representative for large 
areas. A possible way to explore wind patterns along these dimensions is 
through multi-dimensional frequent pattern mining. A number of multi-
dimensional frequent pattern mining approaches have been utilized in 
previous studies. For instance, the Multi-domain algorithm for mining 
patterns across multiple databases (Peng and Liao 2009),  the PrefixMD 
algorithms for extracting patterns from multi-dimensional database (Yu and 
Chen 2005) and the Dim-Seq algorithm for mining multi-dimensional 
frequent patterns using the dimensional portioning method (Pinto et al. 
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2001). Even though PrefixMD and Dim-Seq algorithms can mine multi-
dimensional datasets, these algorithms do not retain all the dimensions in the 
mined patterns. The Multi-domain algorithm often fail to find frequent 
patterns because it cannot deal with the long sequences produced from the 
combination of multiple-dimensional information (Kum et al. 2003). Because 
of these shortcomings, this thesis has developed an novel multi-dimensional 
pattern mining technique that is able to mine patterns without loosing the 
important information provided by the spatial and temporal dimensions. 
Mining such a complete set of multi-dimensional patterns is important 
because it provides details about the underlying structure of the data (Cai et 
al. 2014). Our multi-dimensional pattern mining technique enables the 
identification of three-dimensional wind profile patterns. The identified 
patterns describe the variability of wind speed and direction in space and 
time and can be further analysed to evaluate their suitability to harvest wind 
power.  
 

1.3 Geovisualization for Data Exploration  

The extraction of wind patterns alone will not automatically lead to an 
improved understanding of wind dynamics behaviour. A direct visualization of 
multi-dimensional wind patterns is complex because their understanding is 
cognitively challenging. Thus, (geo)visualization techniques are needed to 
support the visual representation of the mined wind patterns. Over the past 
few years, the increasing interest in knowledge discovery has led to 
interactive visualization that not only have the capability of visualizing 
patterns but also provide data exploration functions to facilitate further 
interpretation (de Oliveira and Levkowitz 2003, Zhang et al. 2009).  
 

Even though, (geo)visualization plays an essential role in presenting, 
exploring and analysing patterns (Aigner et al. 2011, Kehrer and Hauser 
2013, Helbig et al. 2014), there is no single solution that can meet all the 
requirements. Commonly, various (geo)visualization tools have been 
developed to perform specific tasks (Andrienko and Andrienko 2006). For 
instance, axes-based visualizations are used to visualize multivariate data in 
a single window view (Tominski et al. 2004). Roberts (2007) developed 
coordinated multiple views (CMV) for exploring hidden patterns among 
multivariate data so that different aspect of the data being studied can be 
visualized. Other visual tools such as the Space-Time Cube (STC) can be an 
effective geovisualization for discovering patterns in multivariate data 
because they captured the spatial and temporal dimensions of the patterns 
(Kraak 2008). However, to date there is a lack of suitable geovisualization 
tools for visualizing and exploring wind patterns. In this thesis, the limitations 
of (geo)visualizations were addressed and suitable (geo)visualization tools 
were subsequently developed to support visual representation and 
exploration of frequent wind patterns in space and time.   
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1.4 Modelling Wind Power  

Wind speed and direction are prime factors to determine the amount of 
power produced by wind turbines. Theoretically, slight changes in wind speed 
and direction might cause significant changes in the amount of total power 
generated. Therefore, a systematic modelling approach is needed to predict 
and map large scale wind power potential. Such an approach facilitates the 
work of wind energy practitioners and is useful to support the development of 
wind farms.  

 
Studies that predict wind power potential for a given location typically 

rely on two types of empirical models, namely physical and statistical models. 
Physical models are based on the physical laws of atmospheric behaviour as 
described in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models (Lazić et al. 2010, 
Stathopoulos et al. 2013, Watson et al. 1994). These models are often 
computationally demanding and time consuming (Tandeo et al. 2014). 
Statistical models focus on capturing the relationship between time series 
wind data and the production of wind power at a specific location (Liu et al. 
2011). Several well-known statistical models such as Time-varying 
Autoregressive models (Huang and Chalabi 1995), Autoregressive Moving 
Average (ARMA) model (Erdem and Shi 2011, Torres et al. 2005) and 
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) (De Giorgi et al. 2011) 
are widely used to predict wind power for a particular type of wind turbine. 
These models can explicitly reveal the linear relationship, however, 
predictions will be of poor quality if non-linear characteristics are prominent 
in the wind dataset (Zhang et al. 2016a). Moreover, being pure time series 
methods, these statistical models cannot provide predictions for locations 
where wind turbine data is not available. Moreover, autoregressive models 
which developed in one location are not generally valid in other locations 
because of the different environmental conditions over positions. Other 
studies have used geostatistical modeling by taking into account the 
correlations between the target location and its neighbours (Katzenstein et 
al. 2010, Papaefthymiou and Pinson 2008, Sørensen and Cutululis 2010). 
However, these spatial models are deterministic because they only consider 
the dependency among nearby locations without considering the spatial 
components of environmental properties within their neighbours (Hur and 
Baldick 2012). Thus, the prediction of wind power over larger areas is difficult 
to be mapped accurately (Robert et al. 2013). 

 
Wind power prediction has benefited from progress in machine learning 

(ML) (Najeebullah et al. 2015, Taslimi Renani et al. 2016). ML is able to learn 
complex and non-linear relationships that are difficult to model with 
conventional statistical techniques (Negnevitsky et al. 2009, Senjyu et al. 
2005). Additionally, ML techniques can deal with more predictor variables and 
can yield more accurate results in less computational time (Kusiak et al. 
2009a, Helbich and Jokar Arsanjani 2015). Modelling wind power is a 
complex task because of the highly dynamic behaviour of weather conditions 
that, in turn, affect the variability of wind speed and direction over space and 
time. Wind energy modellers can thus benefit from ML techniques (Kramer et 
al. 2013, Tascikaraoglu and Uzunoglu 2014, Zhang et al. 2016b). This thesis 
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discusses the use of ML regression techniques that use multiple base learning 
algorithms, also known as ensemble regression, to obtain best prediction 
performance. Additionally, two modelling approaches were developed using 
ensemble regression algorithms comprise of Random Forest Regression and 
Gradient Boosting Regression. These modelling approaches were used to 
predict and map wind power potential for a given area and types of wind 
turbine.  

 

1.5  Research Objectives 

The main objective of this PhD thesis is to design data mining, modelling and 
(geo)visualization approaches to explore wind dynamics from a multi-
dimensional perspective. This objective is operationalized by means of the 
following four research questions: 
 
Q1: How to efficiently mine and visualize frequent spatio-temporal wind 

patterns to achieve an improved understanding of wind behaviour? 

 
Q2: How to explicitly consider the continuous temporal nature of wind when 

mining frequent patterns, and how to use interactive (geo)visualization 

techniques to explore them? 

 

Q3: How to mine frequent wind patterns by considering its dynamics across 

space, time and height, and how to assess the potential of these patterns for 

harnessing wind power? 

 

Q4: How to model and map annual wind power potential using wind power 

data from existing wind turbines and state-of-the-art machine learning 

approaches? 
 
 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

This thesis consists of six chapters including the introduction and the 
synthesis. Chapter 2 has been published as a book chapter while the 
remaining chapters have been published, or are submitted to, international 
peer-reviewed journals. The following paragraphs summarize the contents of 
each chapter.  
 

Chapter 1 provides the research background, lists the main research 
objectives and the research questions, and contains this PhD thesis outline.  

 
Chapter 2 presents our data mining approach to extract wind 

patterns from hourly wind speed and direction data and shows how two 
newly developed visualization tools, namely TileVis and the 3D wind rose, 
could be used to explore the mined patterns.  

 
Chapter 3 focuses on the mining of wind patterns without 

discretizing the temporal dimension into arbitrary temporal units (because 
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this hampers the extraction of patterns that occur at the transition of one 
temporal unit to the next). Moreover, the 3D wind rose was added to the 
Space-Time Cube to support the exploration of wind patterns through 
interactive discovery.  

 
Chapter 4 describes our multi-dimensional data mining approach for 

mining patterns across three dimensions (space, time and height) of wind 
speed and direction. The mined wind patterns are further analysed to 
determine their suitability for harvesting wind power. Furthermore, different 
visualization tools (3D wind roses, circular histogram and geographic map) 
are used to visualize and explore the results.  

 
Chapter 5 demonstrates the development of data-driven wind power 

models for predicting annual wind power in the Netherlands. The proposed 
prediction models are implemented using two ensemble regression methods 
(Random Forest Regression and Gradient Boosting Regression) and are 
subsequently used to map the wind power potential for different categories of 
wind turbines. Finally, the performances of the proposed models are 
evaluated with actual wind power measurements. 

 
 Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings from Chapters 2 to 5, 
research reflection, answers the research questions, describes the main 
contributions of this PhD research, and provides recommendations for future 
research. 
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Chapter 2 

Mining Frequent Spatio-Temporal Patterns in 
Wind Speed and Direction1 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 
1This chapter is based on: 

Yusof, N., Zurita-Milla, R., Kraak, M.-J., & Retsios, B. (2014). Mining Frequent Spatio-

Temporal Patterns in Wind Speed and Direction. In J. Huerta, S. Schade & C. Granell 

(Eds.), Connecting a Digital Europe Through Location and Place (pp. 143-161). Cham: 

Springer International Publishing. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-03611-3_9   
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Abstract  
Wind is a dynamic geographic phenomenon that is often characterized by its 
speed and by the direction from which it blows. The cycle’s effect of heating 
and cooling on the Earth’s surface causes the wind speed and direction to 
change throughout the day. Understanding the changeability of wind speed 
and direction simultaneously in long term time series of wind measurements 
is a challenging task. Discovering such pattern highlights the recurring of 
speed together with direction that can be extracted in specific chronological 
order of time. This chapter presents a novel way to explore wind speed and 
direction simultaneously using sequential pattern mining approach for 
detecting frequent patterns in spatio-temporal wind datasets. The Linear time 
Closed pattern Miner sequence (LCMseq) algorithm is constructed to search 
for significant sequential patterns of wind speed and direction simultaneously. 
Then, the extracted patterns were explored using visual representation called 
TileVis and 3D wind rose in order to reveal any valuable trends in the 
occurrences patterns. The applied methods demonstrated an improvement 
way of understanding of temporal characteristics of wind resources. 
 

Keywords: Wind, Speed, Direction, Sequential pattern mining, TileVis and 
3D wind rose 
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2.1     Introduction  
Wind is a dynamic and continuous space-time phenomenon that is often 
characterized by its speed and by the direction from which it blows. From a 
physical point of view, wind is the air motion caused by the heating and 
cooling cycles from the Sun on the Earth’s surface and the effect of 
topography (Şahin 2004). This effect causes the wind speed and direction to 
change throughout the day. Understanding these changes (i.e.  wind 
dynamics) is important for various applications such as renewable energy, 
fire growth, or pollutant dispersion (Cabello and Orza 2010, Huang et al. 
2009). For instance in wind research, wind speed and direction are the main 
parameters for determining efficient wind energy harvesting (de Prada Gil et 
al. 2012). Information on wind speed can provide estimation of amount of 
power that can be generated by the wind turbines. Wind direction is 
important for setting the wind turbine in the field. This is, to align with the 
wind direction to get most power output from a given speed (Erdem and Shi 
2011). Theoretically, slight changes in wind speed and direction might cause 
significant changes in the amount of the total power generated from the 
wind.  

    Understanding the changeability of wind speed and direction in long term 
time series of wind measurements is a challenging task. To illustrate this, 
consider Figure 1 that shows the changes in wind speed and direction for 
every hour for station Valkenburg (210) recorded in 14 days. Interesting 
questions on this dataset is: “Are there any interesting patterns can be 
observed in this time series dataset?” or “Can we find any interesting 
frequently recurring patterns in this time series dataset?”. Finding such 
patterns in temporal wind measurements can provide valuable insights that 
inform the wind characteristics.  

     In Figure 2.1, the line segments in red boxes are the patterns that 
occurred three times in the dataset. Note that the occurring patterns are 
similar in both wind speed and direction. However, the occurring patterns 
were discovered in separate lines which make it difficult to identify the 
matching patterns from speed and direction simultaneously. It is reasonable 
to assume that discovering pattern from wind speed in connection with the 
wind direction will differ from discovering pattern from these attributes 
independently. Therefore, the challenge is to discover such patterns from 
multiple attributes simultaneously. Besides, the recurring patterns are also 
important to be considered in temporal wind dataset.  
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Discovering patterns in wind speed and direction simultaneously over 

time could provide new insight to the wind pattern. This type of pattern 

highlights the recurring of speed together with direction that can be extracted 

in specific chronological order of time. The importance of these patterns not 

only able to realize the fully potential of wind characteristics (Jung and Tam 

2013) but also provide useful information for further action plan 

(Buddhakulsomsiri and Zakarian 2009) . For instance, detailed characteristics 

of wind patterns that discovered non-dispatchable wind speed can improve 

power generation prediction (Erdem and Shi 2011). Frequent sequential 

pattern mining technique is efficient for discovering such pattern (Floratou et 

al. 2010). Sequential pattern mining is appearing as a useful alternative to 

statistical and modelling techniques (Barszcz et al. 2012, Herrera et al. 2005) 

for providing details about the underlying patterns in large datasets (Grosser 

et al. 2005).  

Despite the fact that data mining has received much attention in 

various wind applications (Colak et al. 2012), little can be found on how to 

discover patterns from wind speed and direction simultaneously in temporal 

wind dataset with the aid of spatio-temporal visualization. Hence, to gain 

insights of the wind sequential patterns will necessitate the visual 

representation for visualization purpose. Visualization technique would easily 

reveal valuable trends for evaluating the occurrences patterns in the wind 

dataset (Keim 2002). 

The aim of this chapter is to present a novel way to explore wind 

characteristics using sequential pattern mining approach for detecting 

frequent patterns in spatio-temporal wind datasets. For this, the chapter 

proposed a new method to combine sequential data mining and visualization 

in order to recognize the wind speed and direction patterns using case study 

data consisting of 10 years of hourly wind data. The algorithm is constructed 

to search for significant sequential patterns of wind speed and direction 

simultaneously in temporal wind datasets. Then, the generated sets of unique 

sequential patterns are evaluated with the aid of visual representation in 

Figure 2.1: Hourly wind speed between 2001 and 2010 
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order to reveal any valuable trends in the occurrence patterns in space and 
time context. 

2.2     Related Works 
The sequential pattern mining was first introduced by Agrawal and Srikant 
(1995) using the Apriori algorithm. This algorithm defined the sequential 
patterns mining as finding the maximal (longest) sequences of items that 
have a certain user-specified minimum support. Several sequential pattern 
algorithms have been proposed as improvement over earlier version such as 
SPADE (Zaki 2001), PrefixSpan (Jian et al. 2004), VOGUE (Zaki et al. 2010) 
and LCMseq (Nakahara et al. 2010). The differences between these 
algorithms are mostly related to enhance the computational time by imposing 
some constraints on the mining process, or in some subtle differences in how 
they handle the sequence mining process(Buddhakulsomsiri and Zakarian 
2009). For instance, Chen et al. (2008) included user-defined constraints in 
order to discover pattern that meets the user needs,Kuo et al. (2009) and 
Raïssi and Pei (2011) focus on achieving better computational efficiency by 
implementing K-mean algorithm and frequent sequence tree respectively, 
and Li et al. (2012) and Zaki et al. (2010) provided algorithms for mining 
with gap-constrained in the subsequences to extract frequent sequence 
patterns with gaps between elements. One important limitation of these 
mining techniques is the lack of visual representation for providing overviews 
or selected interesting subsets of pattern whereas such a visualization yields 
a high degree of satisfaction in understanding the discovered patterns (Han 
and Kamber 2001).   

Even though sequential pattern mining proved to be efficient for 
extracted patterns, however relying on the patterns itself does not help much 
in understanding the pattern behavior (Chang 2011). Moreover, extracting 
and providing numerous patterns to end users makes it difficult for them to 
analyse these patterns without proper interpretation tools (Sallaberry et al. 
2011). Tool such as visualization provide the ability to navigate the 
underlying patterns through spatio-temporal data and to interactively 
manipulate them using a variety of visual representations (Schumann and 
Tominski 2011). 

In most visual representation simple graphics such as bar chart, x-y 
plot and rose diagram are commonly used to support the data mining 
process. These simple graphics easy-to-use because it shows only highly 
aggregated data and present small portion of data values (Keim 2002). 
However, visualizing highly aggregated data as an overview is not sufficient 
for large volume of data analysis. The detailed information of the data is also 
required to support the discovery of interesting patterns.  
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In the previous works, there are various of visualization techniques 
related to multivariate data and time dependent. Keim et al. (2002) 
presented a pixel bar chart approach for visualizing multi-attribute which able 
to reduce losing information by over-plotting and aggregation. Samuel et al. 
(2013) proposed multi-attribute ranking visualization called LineUp. This 
technique used bar charts in various configurations consisting of a serial 
combination (stacked bars) and parallel combination (bars placed next to 
each other) to encode the ranked of each attribute. Ho et al. (2011) 
proposed extended Parallel Coordinates Plot (PCP) by attaching histogram at 
each axis. The axes are split into equal height bin size and the width of the 
bin indicates the frequency of temporal indicator data. The most common 
wind rose diagram typically used to visualize the distribution of wind speed 
and direction only at single location at a time. The diagram will aggregate the 
speed and direction into a percentage of amounts of time (Mukulo et al. 
2014). This visualization could limit the detail information of when the high 
wind speed occurred and how these speed distributed in time.  

Even though these methods show good visualization results for 
multivariate data, however, these approaches are less suitable to be used 
within the temporal wind sequential pattern exploration. Based on our 
approach, we enable to visualize the temporal trend discovery by overcome 
these two main limitations. First, systematic integration elements of spatial, 
attribute of sequential patterns and time are required to reduce complexity or 
visual cluttering in multidimensional view. This integration will aid users to 
explain the recurring of wind patterns when involve with long time series 
dataset. Second, these sequential patterns are extracted in specific 
chronological order of time (per hour), therefore, new type of visualization is 
needed to represent the wind speed and direction at any moment in time to 
reveal every single occurrence patterns. This will require visualization that 
visualizes the differences between the wind speed and direction (per hour) 
and comparison between the patterns.  

Particularly, this chapter introduced a method to extract patterns of 
wind speed and direction simultaneously using sequential pattern mining 
approach for detecting sequence patterns in spatio-temporal wind dataset. 
Next, the extracted patterns will be explored using visual representation 
called TileVis and 3D wind rose techniques to improve the understanding of 
temporal characteristics of wind resources.   

 
2.3     Methods 
The study is divided into two main phases in order to investigate the 
temporal patterns of wind speed and direction. In phase one, frequent wind 
patterns are extracted by using current state-of-art sequential mining 
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algorithms. In the second phase, the behavior of wind according to the 

extracted patterns was explored utilizing new visualization approaches. The 

visualization is needed to better understand and assess the relevance of the 

mined patterns. The overall methodological phases are shown in Figure 2.2.  

The next two subsections describe in detail the data pre-processing as well as 

the data mining and the visualization approaches used in this paper.  

 

 
  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3.1      Data Preparation and Data Mining 
2.3.1.1   Data Pre-Processing 

The study area comprises The Netherlands, a country that lies between 

latitudes 50° and 54° N, and longitudes 3° and 8° E. The Royal Netherlands 

Meteorological Institute (KNMI) manages 34 meteorological stations that can 

measure wind speed and direction every hour. In this study, all wind data in 

the period 2001 to 2010 was collected from the KNMI website 

Figure 2.2: The overall method for exploring spatio-temporal pattern of 

wind speed and direction 
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(http://www.knmi.nl/klimatologie/uurgegevens/). A period of 10 year wind 

dataset was chosen because it is sufficient for wind resources observation 

(Soler-Bientz et al. 2009). The wind measurements are representative for an 

open terrain and were done at a height of 10 meters according to World 

Meteorological Organization (WMO) standards. In the pre-processing stage, 

stations that consist of complete hourly recorded wind data for the entire 

period of study were selected. Hence, 29 stations were used for further 

analysis and the remains stations were removed because of the missing 

measurement (6 to 11 days) records. Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of 

these stations in The Netherlands.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To be able to perform sequential pattern mining, the wind dataset 

was stored in a sequence database where the data for each day is a 

transaction. Every transaction consists of a sequence of 24 elements or 

itemsets IDs that represent a unique combination of wind speed and 

direction. In order to get such IDs a lookup table was created to transform 

the speed and direction attributes and assigned into a unique and discrete ID 

(refer to Lookup table in Figure 2.4).  

Figure 2.3: Distribution of the selected meteorological stations in the study area 
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In this work, the wind speed and direction were respectively grouped 

into seven and eight difference classes (Table 2.1). Every unique combination 

of these classes was assigned a ID. Using this lookup table, a complete list of 

itemsets’ ID for each transaction was produced and used as an input to the 

sequential patterns mining. 

 

Table 2.1 Wind speed and direction IDs for each group 

ID_Speed Speed (m/s) ID_Direction Degree 

1 0-4 1 45 

2 5-8 2 90 

3 9-12 3 135 

4 13-16 4 180 

5 17-20 5 225 

6 21-24 6 270 

7 25-28 7 315 

  8 0/360 

 

Figure 2.4 Sequence database for wind sequential pattern mining 
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2.3.1.2    Frequent Sequential Pattern of Wind dataset  

The Linear time Closed pattern Miner sequence (LCMSeq) algorithm (Uno et 
al. 2005a) was used to mine frequent sequential patterns from the wind 
sequence database. The advantages of using LCMseq compared to other 
sequential pattern mining algorithms such as SPADE, VOGUE and PrefixSpan 
(see in paragraph 1 Section 2.2) are as follows.  

The LCMseq algorithm uses a technique called prefex preserving 
extension that can timely enumerate frequent sequential patterns even in 
huge databases that require larger than the memory size (Nakahara et al. 
2010). LCMseq also provide several constraint functions such as it can only 
extract sequence patterns that appear in a specific window width, restricted 
gap length and specific size of sequence (Nakahara et al. 2010). This mining 
algorithm only needs practical computational knowledge for generating the 
sequential pattern.  

For extracting the sequential wind patterns with LCMseq, two types of 
constraint were used together with the specification of the minimum support 
(min_sup) unit of the patterns in the sequence database. The constraint 
parameters comprise the minimum sequence gap (g) and the length size (l). 
Let denote a sequence as S, where St is the itemset at the time stamp t. The 
St values can be grouped into vectors that represent the sequence patterns 
of the wind for a given time lengths size, l. In this study, we chose to analyse 
daily wind patterns so t contains 24 discrete time stamps (hourly wind 
conditions). Since we are interested in continuous patterns we fixed g to 0. In 
this case, the “free parameter” l can vary between 2 and 24. For example, if l 
equals 12 then LCMseq will extract wind sequence patterns with at least a 
time length of 12 hours. Notice that the end user can decide upon different 
ways to discretize the continuous wind sequence. This depends on the target 
applications such as wind variation assessment or wind power estimation per 
day.  

2.3.2      Pattern Exploration with Visualization 

The obtained set of frequent wind patterns does not automatically result in 
an improved understanding of the behavior of wind variations. This is 
because the LCMseq outputs are presented as plain text files whereas the 
phenomenon under study is spatio-temporal in nature. Hence, here we 
further explore the results by using appropriate visual techniques. For this, 
three different visualizations were used: 1) a TileVis representing the 
overview of wind sequential patterns, 2) a 3D wind rose for visualizing 
different types of wind sequential pattern, and 3) wind frequent sequential 
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patterns exploration with TileVis using specific type of questions related to 

space, time and attribute.  

2.3.2.1   TileVis based Visualization 

In order to visualize the wind sequential patterns across different time 

granularities and for set of geographical locations, TileVis was developed. The 

TileVis uses position in two dimensions grid. The position along the horizontal 

axis refers to date, while the position on the vertical axis refers to geographic 

locations. In the TileVis, consist several plots is called sub-Map. Each sub-

Map used to plot the sequential patterns in hourly time scale in vertical 

direction. The sub-Maps are arranged based on the ID number of the station 

starting from station 210 (the first sub-Map) to 391 (the last sub-Map). To 

visualize the overview of the extracted patterns in the TileVis, each pattern is 

encoded with different colour. Figure 2.5 shows the example of the main 

interface of TileVis visualizing five classes of wind patterns associated to 15 

different stations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3.2.2   3D wind rose 

To understand the sequential wind patterns extracted by LCMseq, we 

visualized them using a three dimensional graphic. Since the extracted wind 

patterns incorporate time, we need a representation whereby we can 

visualize the wind speed and direction at any moment in time.  The 3D wind 

rose is developed based on the classic 2D wind rose concept. The length of 

Figure 2.5 Wind sequential patterns overview using TileVis visualization 
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the rose bar represents the wind speed and the facing direction of the rose 

bar indicates the wind direction. For an easing interpretation, each rose bar is 

filled with a colour that is linked to the wind speed. The third dimension of 

the rose (i.e. the vertical axis) represents the temporal dimension which is 

based on the length of the sequence patterns. This means that rose bars are 

stacked one on top of the other (Figure 2.6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
2.3.2.3      Pattern exploration with TileVis  

In order to gain insight in the wind characteristics, the extracted patterns 

need to be interpreted. Therefore, the exploration of these patterns are 

based on specific types of question according to time, attributes and location 

elements were applied (Andrienko and Andrienko 2006, MacEachren 2004) 

(Figure 2.7). Formulating different types of question depends on which 

information the user needs to know. Particularly, for exploring the mined 

wind patterns the formulated question using time, attributes and location 

elements as follows:  

• Time : What patterns did occur in December 2002? 
• Attribute : Which station belongs to pattern “1”? 
• Location : What patterns are found in station X? 
• Time : How often does a patterns occur from 9:00 to 17:00 hours?  

 

 

Figure 2.6 3D wind rose used for visualizing wind sequence patterns 
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The above questions are basic examples used to explore the wind 

patterns, however the user can further explore the pattern by increasing the 

level of complexity (Bertin 1967). In this study, we only focused on these 

four questions in order to interact with the TileVis visualization for exploring 

the wind sequential patterns. 

 

2.4         Results and Discussion  
2.4.1      Wind Sequential Pattern overviews  

For demonstrating the LCMseq sequential pattern mining, the parameters l 

(length size) and g (sequence gap) were set to 24 and 0 respectively. The 

results from the data mining show there are five different patterns can be 

extracted from the wind sequence database. These five patterns as well as 

their frequencies are shown in Table 2.2.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 TileVis interface with the interactive functions 
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Table 2.2 Wind sequential patterns extracted from the LCMseq 

Pattern Sequence Patterns Frequency 

Pattern_1 
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 
13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13  

137 

Pattern_2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  81 

Pattern_3 
17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 
17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17  

24 

Pattern_4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  27 

Pattern_5 
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16  

168 

 

To provide a better overview of these wind sequential patterns for the entire 

period of 10 years the TileVis is used. Figure 2.8 shows the distribution of the 

5 wind sequential patterns that occurred at all stations in the study area. 

Each pattern is characterized by a different colour in the TileVis. This 

visualization shows that patterns 1 and 5 are the most dominant ones in the 

period under study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
2.4.2      Wind Sequential Pattern with 3D wind rose   

Next, we can visualize the detailed characteristics of the temporal wind 

sequential patterns using the 3D wind rose. Each itemset in the sequence 

was decoded into the speed and direction values (Table 2.1) in order to 

visualize it in the 3D wind rose.  Figure 2.9 illustrates the sequence of wind 

speed and direction for every hour (24 hours overall) for the five extracted 

wind sequential patterns using 3D wind rose.  

Figure 2.8 Wind sequential patterns overview in the TileVis 
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Figure 2.9 shows that the wind speed and direction for pattern 1 
range from 5-8 m/s and 45°-90° (Northeast-East), respectively. The 
differences of color depict the wind speed; the darker red color indicates the 
highest wind speed (8 m/s) while the darker green color indicates the lowest 
speed (5 m/s). For pattern 2, the speed and direction are 2-4 m/s and 45°-
90° (Northeast-East), respectively. The highest wind speed is 4 m/s and the 
wind direction seems to be similar to pattern 1. For pattern 3, the speed and 
direction are 5-8 m/s and 225°-270° (Southwest-West), respectively. The 
range of wind speeds is similar to pattern 1, however the wind direction is 
the opposite to that of patterns 1 and 2. Besides, the wind has the highest 
speed in the afternoon and low wind speed during the night. The speed and 
direction for pattern 4 are range from 2-4 m/s and 135°-180° (Southeast-
South), respectively. In this pattern, the wind speed is similar to pattern 2 
but a bit higher during the afternoon. However, these wind mostly come from 
the Southeast from the early day till afternoon.  The speed and direction of 
pattern 5 are 5-8 m/s and 180°-225° (South-Southwest), respectively. The 
wind direction is similar to pattern 4 and most of the wind coming from the 
south. From pattern 5 we can see that the wind has the highest speed (8 
m/s) at the afternoon and midnight, and the lowest speed in the morning. 

From the produced wind patterns show that it may provide useful 
information to the users especially to identify the highest wind speed and 
from where the wind is coming, and also finding out when such pattern 
occurred in time and at which station. For instance, pattern 5 is the dominant 
patterns and the speed range is from 5 to 8 m/s that pass the usual cut in 
speed (5 m/s) for small scale wind turbine. However, wind speed at 10m 
height above the ground is not suitable for a wind turbine to generate 
energy. Theoretically the wind speed increases with increasing height above 
the ground, hence stations that belong to this pattern will have better speed 
when the speed is extrapolated to the actual operating hub height of the wind 
turbine. Besides, these locations are likely to be high-wind areas for future 
efficient energy harvesting. 
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Figure 2.9 Sequence of wind speed and direction in hours (24 hours) 
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2.4.3 Patterns exploration  

Four different type of questions can be formulated to extract some of the 

detailed information from the wind sequential patterns (i.e. to gain a better 

understanding of the wind characteristics). The formulated questions (see 

Section 3.2.3) and answers are explained as following: 

a) To find interesting patterns based on the specific time. For example, if we 

want to visualize the occurring wind sequential patterns that occurred in 

December 2002. The TileVis answers the time based question by visualizing 

the recurring patterns that fall in this month in every station (Figure 2.10). 

From the TileVis there were two patterns occurred in that time, namely 1 and 

4. However, pattern 1 is the most frequent pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) To visualize a specific sequential pattern in all stations. For attribute based 

question such which station exhibits pattern 5? From Figure 2.11 we can 

identified that most of the stations exhibit this wind pattern except for 

stations 225 and 330 that are highlighted in the red box.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Occurring wind sequential patterns in selected time 
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c) To identify sequential patterns those belong to a specific area. If one want 

to know how the wind sequential patterns look like for stations that are 

located in the North Holland province? There are three stations in this 

province: 225, 240 and 249 (see Figure 2.3). The TileVis shown in Figure 

2.12 illustrates the distribution of wind sequential patterns for these three 

stations.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d) To identify how often the patterns occur in a particular time slot. 

Questions such how often do the wind sequential patterns occur from 9:00 to 

17:00 hours? Figure 13 illustrates this for every station in the TileVis.  

Figure 2.11: Distribution of pattern 5 for the whole stations 

Figure 2.12 Wind sequential patterns for stations that located in North 

Holland 
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Based on the above questions, several promising wind characteristics 

were revealed. First, the wind characteristic is mostly categorized to pattern 

5 where the wind come from South-Southwest direction with the speed 

ranging from 5 to 8 m/s. Second, from the overview of the TileVis, we see all 

stations experiencing variation of wind sequential patterns however, not all 

stations actually experiences all of the five sequential patterns. This can be 

proved from the results (b) where stations 225 and 330 never exhibit the 

pattern 5. Third, when the patterns were explored based on location in time 

we identified there was a similar pattern occurred in that particular time but 

it happened in different locations as well such as shown in the result (a). 

Where most of the time wind in December 2002 were categorized in pattern 

1.  

 

2.5 Conclusions  

In this chapter, hourly wind measurements for a period of 10 years were 

used to analyse the temporal pattern of wind speed and direction in The 

Netherlands. This paper shows that sequential pattern mining techniques 

(LCMseq) can be used to extract wind information from the wind speed and 

direction perspectives. This information, which provides detail description 

about the wind behavior from the derived patterns, is crucial to decision-

makers. Based on the applied frequent sequence pattern mining, users have 

the flexibility to specify the constraint parameters and the minimum support 

threshold so that they can discover a wide range of sequential patterns. 

Moreover, the extracted patterns are visualized in order to gain a deeper 

Figure 2.13 Recurring wind sequential patterns between 9:00 to 17:00 

hour 
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insight into the meaning of the patterns. The outcomes of these are more 
easily interpreted by human’s perception than the plain sequential pattern 
output.  

To gain an overall view of the patterns, a two dimensional grid called 
TileVis was used to visualize the occurrences of wind sequence patterns. This 
representation was selected because it is able to present a lot of information 
in a single display. The TileVis is able to visualize the time, location and the 
sequence patterns for every hour in a day. From the TileVis, different task for 
pattern exploration were proposed to help the users to interpret the patterns. 
These tasks were performed by formulating question that consist these three 
elements namely time (at two granularities), location and attributes.  By 
incorporating the TileVis with the specified questions, several valuable wind 
characteristics were revealed. Moreover, the extracted wind sequence 
patterns were presented with the 3D wind rose in order to gain a better 
insight on the meaning of the wind sequential patterns. The 3D wind rose 
shows the changeability of wind speed and direction per hour. By integrating 
the 3D wind rose with time axis (z-axis), which cannot be done in standard 
wind rose, can exploit the variability of wind speed and direction for the 
discovered patterns. Hence, this information could improve the 
understanding of temporal characteristics of wind resources.  

This chapter has presented a novel way to illustrate the discovered 
wind sequential patterns from the visualization perspective. By incorporating 
these two different visualization methods show that the generated 
information can gain better insight by providing more detail of the wind 
variability through time. In future, several enhancements will be 
implemented to the existing techniques in order to improve the usefulness of 
the visualization to the users such as integrating the 3D wind rose to 
geographical map in multi-dimensional environment. In addition, future work 
also needed to perform formal user usability evaluation to evaluate the 
proposed visualization methods against with other visualization techniques. 

In addition, the advantages of the proposed geovisual analytics 
approach are; 1) decrease the time processing over large dataset for 
discovering hourly wind sequential pattern, 2) discovering the wind patterns 
with multiple perspectives including wind variables (speed and direction), 
time and location of the stations, and 3) provide interactive strategy to 
facilitate the wind sequential patterns discovering process. 
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Chapter 3  

Interactive discovery of sequential patterns in 
time series of wind data2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 
2This chapter is based on: 

Yusof, N., Zurita-Milla, R., Kraak, M.-J., & Retsios, B. (2016). Interactive discovery of 

sequential patterns in time series of wind data. International Journal of Geographical 

Information Science, 1-21. doi: 10.1080/13658816.2015.1135928 
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Abstract  
Wind speed and direction vary over space and time due to the interactions 
between different pressures and temperature gradients within the 
atmospheric layers. Near the Earth’s surface, these interactions are 
modulated by topography and artificial structures. Hence, characterising wind 
behaviour over large areas and long periods is a complex but essential task 
for various energy-related applications. This chapter presents a novel 
approach to discover wind patterns by integrating sequential pattern mining 
and interactive visualization techniques. The approach relies on the use of the 
Linear time Closed pattern Miner sequence (LCMseq) algorithm in conjunction 
with a time sliding window that allows the discovery of all sequential patterns 
present in the data. These patterns are then visualized using integrated 2D 
and 3D coordinated multiple views and visually explored to gain insight into 
the characteristics of the wind from a spatial, temporal and attribute (type of 
wind pattern) point of view. This proposed approach is used to analyse 10 
years of hourly wind speed and direction data for 29 weather stations in the 
Netherlands. The results show that there are 15 main sequential patterns in 
the data. The spatial task shows that weather stations located in the same 
region do not necessarily experience similar wind pattern. For within the 
selected time interval, similar wind patterns can be observed in different 
stations and in the same station at different times of occurrence. The 
attribute task discovered the repetitive occurrences of chosen pattern 
indicate as regular wind behaviour at different weather stations that persisted 
continuously over time. The results of these tasks show that the proposed 
interactive discovery facilitates the understanding of wind dynamics in space 
and time.        
 
Keywords: Wind speed, direction, frequent patterns, sequential pattern 
mining, sliding window, coordinated multiple views, interactive visualization 
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3.1 Introduction  
Wind speed and direction vary over space and time due to the interactions 
between atmospheric layers with different pressures and temperature 
gradients (Velo et al. 2014). Near the Earth’s surface, these interactions are 
modulated by topography as well as by artificial modifications of the 
landscape. Because of these variations, characterising wind behaviour over 
large areas and long periods is a complex, and yet essential, task. For 
instance, such a characterization is required to find appropriate locations for 
wind farms and to choose the type of wind turbine that should be installed in 
such farms (Kainkwa 2000). 

Temporal patterns in wind speed and direction can be used to 
characterise wind behaviour across large areas (Hernández-Escobedo et al. 
2014). Various techniques can be used to extract such patterns from time 
series of wind data, including the use of physical models (Landberg 1999, Liu 
et al. 2011, Archer and Jacobson 2013), statistics (Miranda and Dunn , Jung 
and Tam 2013, Mann et al. 2012) and data mining (DM) (Kusiak et al. 2009a, 
Liu and Weisberg 2005, Risien et al. 2004). Physical models are often 
computationally demanding and time consuming (Tandeo et al. 2014). DM 
techniques are usually more interesting than classical statistics because they 
are efficient in extracting a variety of meaningful patterns from complex and 
large datasets (Javaheri et al. 2014). In a context of ever-increasing wind 
data and with pressing needs for turning this data into useful information 
(e.g. national commitments to produce more renewable energy), developing 
and testing novel DM approaches is essential. 

Several DM techniques can be used to mine patterns from complex 
and large datasets (Keogh et al. 2006, Verma and Vyas 2005, Zaki et al. 
2010). Particularly for time series dataset, sequential pattern mining can be 
used to extract their temporal patterns. Over the past decade, several 
sequential pattern algorithms have been proposed (Chen et al. 2003, Kum et 
al. 2003, Kum et al. 2006, Chen and Hu 2006, Ji et al. 2007, Hu et al. 2009, 
Nakahara et al. 2010). The implementation of these algorithms mostly focus 
on improving their efficiency for mining  patterns in large and long sequences 
(Pughazendi and Punithavalli 2011). However, the main problem when 
mining time series data, such as wind dataset, is that when the sequences 
are split based on temporal units (i.e. daily data comprising 24 hours), 
patterns that span these units are not identified. For instance, the algorithm 
proposed by (Das et al. 1998)), (Chen and Hu 2006)) and (Hu et al. 2008)) 
applied the sequential patterns mining on time series dataset. These 
algorithms will first discretize the time series dataset into series of sub-
sequences with fixed length interval (time period) and then mine for frequent 
patterns that fall within the sub-sequences. However, these techniques may 
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overlook some important patterns that fall between the selected time 
periods, producing sub-optimal data structures which make it difficult to mine 
a complete set of frequent patterns (Tanbeer et al. 2009). Therefore, it is 
necessary to implement an approach that is able to mine continuously 
through the entire time series data during the mining process. Despite the 
fact that DM techniques have received much attention in various wind 
applications (Colak et al. 2012), to the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
study that focuses on simultaneously mining sequential patterns from wind 
speed and direction without discretizing the time dimension. 

Mining wind patterns does not automatically result in an improved 
understanding of wind behaviour. This is because DM outputs are usually 
plain text files in which the context of when and where specific wind patterns 
occur is lost. Visualizing “unprocessed” wind datasets is not an option either 
because it is a complex task and it does not necessarily provide an improved 
understanding (Gotz et al. 2014). To mitigate these weaknesses, this study 
focuses on presenting visualizations that facilitate the analysis of wind 
sequential patterns. Although visualization plays an essential role in 
exploring, analysing and presenting patterns (Aigner et al. 2011, Helbig et al. 
2014, Kehrer and Hauser 2013), there is no single solution that can meet all 
the requirements. Commonly, visualizations are developed for different 
projects and/or for performing particular tasks (Andrienko and Andrienko 
2006). To date, lack of suitable visualization tools for visualizing and 
exploring temporal wind patterns to gain new insights of wind behaviour is 
likely the major limitation.  

Over the past few years, the increasing interest in knowledge 
discovery has led to interactive visualization which not only have the 
capability of visualizing patterns, but it also should provide functions 
supporting data exploration (de Oliveira and Levkowitz 2003, Zhang et al. 
2009). However, the visualization of patterns in multitemporal and 
multivariate data is complex and understanding these patterns is cognitively 
challenging. Previous approaches such as axes-based visualization used a 
single window view to represent different variables (Tominski et al. 2004, 
Theisel 2000). Even though this visualization can highlight data variation, one 
essential difficulty of this technique is in detecting hidden correlation among 
the variables over large dataset. To overcome this visual complexity, 
coordinated multiple views (CMV) were developed (Roberts 2007). CMV 
provides multiple views to visualize different aspects of the data being 
studied and the coordination may reveal insightful relationships in the data 
that otherwise might remain hidden (Boukhelifa and Rodgers 2003, Robinson 
2011). Several studies in various domains such as Keefe et al. (2009), Zhang 
et al. (2013) and Wang and Yuan (2014) have implemented CMV for their 
data exploratory tasks. Additionally, the integration of 2D and 3D 
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visualizations with the aid of interactivity among the views can be effective 
tools for discovering patterns in multivariate data (Nöllenburg 2007). These 
multiple views are particularly appealing because each of visualization brings 
a unique strength that compensates for the other’s weakness. For instance, 
the use of 2D visualization to show a series of wind patterns over time 
provides an overview but the spatial context is lost and so it is hard to 
understand the changes of patterns in space. Moreover, to compare such 
patterns at different points (space) in time requires 3D visualizations that 
able to represent space and time. The Space-Time-Cube (STC) is the most 
prominent visualization technique to capture the spatial and temporal 
dimensions of the data. In its basic appearance, the STC’s horizontal plane 
represents space (geographic map), while the vertical axis represents time. A 
number of works have adopted the STC (Kraak 2008, Huisman et al. 2009, 
Orellana et al. 2012, Turdukulov et al. 2014, Demšar et al. 2015) and 
different analytical functionalities have been integrated in this visualization 
(Bach et al. 2014). Since visual exploration mainly focuses on data discovery 
but not on data mining, hence, integrating them will further enhance the 
ability of knowledge discovery. To date, there has been very little research 
within the context of wind studies using interactive data mining and 
visualization to unveil the dynamic characteristics of wind behaviour.  

Summarizing, this chapter presents a novel approach to discover and 
map the most prevailing wind patterns in a given area and time period by 
integrating sequential pattern mining and interactive visualization techniques. 
In particular, this study relies on the use of a time sliding window that 
captures all patterns present in the data, even if they span over “natural” 
temporal units - e.g. days. Additionally, we propose a series of visualization 
techniques that support the understanding of wind behaviour in space and 
time.       
 

3.2 Material and Methods  

3.2.1 Wind data  
The wind dataset used in this study is obtained for free from the website of 
the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) 
(http://www.knmi.nl/klimatologie/uurgegevens/). This dataset contains 
hourly wind speed and direction for 34 weather stations in the Netherlands. 
For this study we downloaded all available data from 2001 to 2010. A 10-
year period is chosen as this is deemed sufficient to characterize wind 
resources (Soler-Bientz et al. 2009). Following international standards set by 
the World Meteorological Organization, the wind measurements are done at a 
height of 10 meters and are representative of open terrain. Out of 34 
stations, only 29 are finally selected for this study because more than 10% of 
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data was missing in 5 stations. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the 

selected stations in the study area.  

 

 

3.2.2 Analytical Workflow  
The analytical workflow used to mine and visualize sequential patterns in 

space and time consists of four phases: data preparation, frequent sequential 

pattern mining, spatio-temporal visualization and wind sequential patterns 

exploration (Figure 3.2). The next subsections describe in detail each of the 

four phases. 

 

Figure 3.1:  Distribution of the selected meteorological stations in the 

study area. The number between brackets after each station represents 

its unique ID. 
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3.2.2.1 Phase 1: Data Preparation 
Mining sequential patterns from wind speed and direction data requires the 

combination of these characteristics into a single variable by using a lookup 

table (Figure 3a). As explained in Yusof et al. (2014), the frequent sequential 

pattern algorithms cannot deal with multivariate datasets.  The data also 

needs to be classified into a finite number of categories, depending on the 

application at hand (Pérez et al. 2004, Trusenkova et al. 2009). In this study, 

the wind speed and direction were respectively discretised into 7 and 8 

classes according to the distribution ranges found in the wind dataset and 

each unique class combination was assigned a unique ID (Figure 3.3a). For 

instance, a combination of ID 1 (Speed class) with ID 1 (Direction class), and 

ID 1 (Speed class) with ID 2 (Direction class) were assigned to 01 and 02, 

Figure 3.2: The four phases of the analytical workflow for interactively 

discover wind characteristics 
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respectively (Figure 3.3a). Thus, ID 01 represents wind speeds in the range 

of 0-4 m/s that come from the Northeast (45°).  

These IDs (itemsets), along with their corresponding time stamp 

(hourly time unit) were then combined into temporally continuous sequences 

by using a sliding window (SW). The SW is a temporal kernel that moves 

along the list of IDs (Figure 3.3b) to create sequences without having to split 

them according to arbitrary temporal units (e.g. days). These sequences 

were stored as rows in a sequence database (SD; Figure 3.3c). By doing this, 

each sequence can now be called a transaction and, therefore, it gets 

assigned a unique transaction ID (TID). 

Figure 3.3: (a) The new IDs (itemsets) generated from the combination of wind 

speed and direction IDs, (b) the sliding window that moves along the list of 

itemsets according to the length_range (48) and step_v (24) parameter values, 

and (c) sequence database that consists of transactions (window 1, 2,. . ., n) and 

each transaction gets assigned a unique ID (TID) 
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The SW processing depends of two parameters: length_range, 
step_v. Parameter length_range (n) is the unit distance between the p-th 
itemset position and the q-th itemset position (Figure 3b), assuming each 
itemset position is a time stamp (i.e. p = 1 hour and q = 48 hours, n = 48).  
A 48 hour length allows extraction of patterns that can expand across more 
than a single day (across time continuation). To ensure the sequences are 
not split by time, there are overlaps between two windows whenever the 
sliding window slides through the time series data. The size of the 
overlapping window is based on the second SW parameter, the step_v value 
(i.e. step_v = 24 hours in Figure 3b). In this case, a 24 hour step is chosen 
for retrieval of daily wind behaviour relationship, both before and after the 
overlapping period, and for exhaustive mining of all sequential patterns 
present in the data. Values of both length_range and step_v can be changed 
by users if required. Here we applied a SW (48, 24) for generating new ID 
sequences that were stored in the sequence database together with TIDs. 
Once the SD is ready, it is possible to apply the sequential pattern mining 
algorithm for extracting the wind sequential patterns.  
 
 

3.2.2.2 Phase 2: Frequent Sequential Pattern Mining 
The Linear time Closed pattern Miner Sequence (LCMSeq) algorithm (Uno et 
al. 2005a) was used to mine the wind sequential patterns from the generated 
sequence database. The time LCMSeq takes to compute the patterns is 
linearly proportional to the size of the input database. The computation time 
for finding frequent itemsets only depends on the number of itemset found; if 
this number is large, then computation time for each itemset is relatively low. 
Besides, this frequent pattern algorithm only returns closed itemsets by 
eliminating patterns that are included in longer patterns and in the same 
frequency. This algorithm is also provide fast frequent counting by 
implementing new data structure combining array list, bitmap and prefix tree 
(Uno et al. 2005a). Hence, LCMSeq improves the computation time and the 
memory usage (Uno et al. 2005a, Nakahara et al. 2010).  

  The generated sequence database (section 2.2.1) is the input of the 
LCMSeq algorithm. To speed up the computation of the frequent patterns, the 
SD is transformed into a new structure in memory using three techniques: a) 
a bitmap representation, which is a two dimensional yes/no matrix setting 
transaction lists against itemset, denoting with “yes” or “1” all transactions 
whereby the corresponding itemset is a member, b) a prefix tree, whereby 
the itemsets are stored in the nodes of a tree while whose leaves list the 
transactions where the pattern occurs and the search tree constructed by 
moving from the root of the tree till that leaf, and c) an array of lists, 
whereby each element of the array stores the itemset of the pattern and the 
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transactions where this pattern occurs. Each of these techniques is suited for 
a specific dataset (bitmap is suited for a dense dataset and a relatively large 
minimum support value, prefix tree is suited for a structured dataset and a 
large minimum support value, and array lists is suited for sparse datasets). 

Additionally, we used three constraints, namely the minimum support 
threshold (ξ), length of time (Lt) and time gap (g) in the LCMSeq to extract 
wind patterns. These constraints are application specific, as they define the 
kind of patterns that will be mined. A sequence, S, is called a frequent 
sequential pattern if the total number of the transactions that contain S is 
equal to or greater than a user-specified minimum number. This number is 
the support threshold (ξ). If ξ is set too high, few patterns are discovered. 
For instance, for ξ that equal to 48 only 6 patterns are found. Conversely, if ξ 
is set too low, it will generate a large number of patterns that would not only 
be difficult to analyze but also would not reflect truly frequent patterns. For 
instance, for ξ equal to 6 LCMSeq returns 166 patterns. Here, we empirically 
set ξ as equal to 24 because it provides a reasonable number of frequent 
patterns. The length time (Lt) is the minimum length of the sequential 
pattern. For this study, Lt was made equal to 24. This allows extraction of 
wind patterns that either fall in a single day or span two consecutive days. 
The time gap (g) constraint is used to prevent any gap between elements in 
the sequential patterns. Since we are interested in continuous patterns, we 
set the time gap to 0. Notice that the users can set different values for the 
constraint parameters (ξ and Lt). For instance, if users are interested with 
longer length of sequential patterns, the Lt value can be set as anything from 
greater than 24 to a maximum of 48 (based on SW length_range).  

 The outputs of the frequent pattern mining are the sequential 
patterns and their IDs. These IDs are composed of the transaction ID in the 
SD (or TID) and of the Time_start and Time_end (hour in this case) 
associated to the first and the last itemsets in the pattern. For instance the 
ID  <1, 20, 47> means that the pattern is found in the first transaction of the 
SD and the pattern takes place between the 20th and the 47th hours of the 
sequence. With this information, we can calculate the length of the pattern 
that, in this case, is equal to 28 hours.   

 

3.2.2.3 Phase 3: Spatio-temporal Visualization 
The wind sequential patterns were depicted using visualizations that support 
the temporal and spatial aspects of wind data. To achieve this, we applied 
the concept of coordinated multiple views (CMV) (Roberts 2005). The 
individual views of a CMV environment contain different graphic 
representations of the same data to allow alternative perspectives. 
Interacting with one view will automatically affect other views.  
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Three different visual representations were used in our CMV environment: 

TileVis, STC (including a 3D wind rose) and 2D geographical map (Figure 

3.4). Moreover, the design of our environment followed the “Focus+Context” 

principle where “Context” delivers the full extent of spatio-temporal dataset 

(patterns) and “Focus” is a part of the dataset that has been temporally 

focused on details (Carvalho et al. 2008, Card et al. 1999). The next sub-

sections describe in detail the three visual representations.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.4: The interactive visualization tools used for wind pattern 

exploration: (a) overall view of the frequent wind sequential patterns in 

TileVis, (a1) a magnified view of the axes of TileVis, (b) a 3D view (STC) that 

allows visualizing wind speed and direction, (b1) A magnified view of one of 

the wind roses illustrated in the STC, and (c) a 2D map to show the stations 

that contain the patterns selected in TileVis. 

 

TileVis  

TileVis is designed to visualize temporal sequential patterns for a set of 

geographical locations. The locations (weather stations in this case) are 

represented by horizontal sub-Tiles which are arranged according to their ID 

number (Figure 4a). Positions and colours are used to encode information in 

each sub-Tile. The position along the horizontal axis refers to the temporal 

unit (day) and the vertical axis position represents temporal subunits of the 

temporal unit (here hours – Figure 4a1). For each sub-Tile, the vertical axis 

has a length of 48 hours (see Section 2.2.1) and it is used to plot the hourly 

wind sequential patterns. This length is selected based on the length_range 
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(48) set in the sliding window. The dotted line in each of the sub-Tile is used 
to separate the two days that it represents. The sub-Tiles are stacked on top 
of each other that correspond with a similar time interval in the horizontal 
axis. TileVis is an interactive visualization tool that allows selection of data by 
station and by the type of pattern. Using buttons, users can control the 
amount of information that they want to visualize in the TileVis. Figure 4a 
shows how the TileVis interface is used to visualize four of the 15 wind 
sequential patterns.  

3D wind rose and Space-Time-Cube 

The 3D wind rose is based on the classic 2D wind rose concept and aims at 
providing a temporal view of the wind sequential patterns. The length and 
the facing direction of the rose bars represent the speed and direction, 
respectively. The vertical axis represents the time, with hourly values (Figure 
4b1). The 3D wind rose has been implemented in a Space-Time-Cube (STC) 
environment. It treats the time as the third dimension (vertical axis), while 
the two planar dimensions represent the geographical space (longitude, 
latitude) (Figure 4b). This STC facilitates the understanding of the reoccurring 
wind sequential patterns over times and indicates the stations where these 
patterns occurred. There are two ways of representing wind sequential 
patterns using the 3D wind rose; i) a detail representation for every wind 
sequential patterns in relation to their occurrences in space and time, and ii) 
a generalized of wind sequential patterns generated from the detail wind 
patterns. These two representations are further discussed in Sections 3.2.2 

and 3.2.3. 
 

2D map 

This map is used as a base map in the 2D view and as reference map in the 
STC (Figure 4c and 4b). The map in the 2D view will display the locations of 
the stations that exhibit the same wind pattern. Additionally, the base map in 
the STC can be moved upward and downward along the vertical (time) axis. 
To have details on demand, the STC supports an operation called Spatio-
Temporal zoom. The Spatio-Temporal zoom is used to enlarge the time axis 
according to the user-specified time (for instance, in range of time or specific 
time). This allows users to filter out non-relevant information and to explore 
parts of the sequential patterns. 
 
Technical implementation 

The TileVis was implemented using the Python programming language. The 
2D map, the 3D wind rose in the STC were developed using open source 
ILWIS 3.08 software that can be downloaded at 
http://52north.org/communities/ilwis/ilwis-open/download. The visualizations 
were integrated in order to support direct linking between the multiple views. 
For instance, if a pattern is selected in TileVis, the STC will visualize the 3D 
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wind rose that represents the selected pattern. This interactivity was realized 
using the so-called Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE), an interprocess 
communication functionality in Windows OS. 

3.2.2.4 Phase 4: Wind Sequential Patterns 
Exploration 
The mined patterns were further interpreted using three visual tasks 
(Andrienko and Andrienko 2006, MacEachren 2004), each focusing on a 
different dimension of the dataset: 
• Spatial task: Identify stations that share similar (or dissimilar) wind 

characteristics. This task is achieved by first selecting the stations from 
the TileVis using the check button to visualize the wind sequential patterns 
in these locations on the STC. The 2D map shows the location of those 
selected stations.  

• Temporal task: Identify patterns that occur in a specific time window. 
This task can be accomplished by selecting the start and end time in the 
TileVis. This provides information on both the type of patterns and their 
location in the STC and 2D map respectively.  

• Attribute task: Highlighting the predefined pattern of interest. The task 
is to select any pattern from the TileVis using the radio button. Then, the 
occurring times of the selected pattern can be identified in the STC, while 
their locations are highlighted in the 2D map. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion  

3.3.1 Wind Sequential Pattern Mining Results 
After having removed all incomplete records from the original data, 
transforming the obtained data into a unique ID and applying the sliding 
window (section 2.2.1), a total of 18,528 transactions were stored in the 
wind sequence database. The application of LCMseq, assuming ξ=24, Lt=24 
and g=0, let to the discovery of 488 occurrences of wind patterns belonging 
to 15 unique sequential patterns (Figure 6). These unique patterns consist of 
different durations that range from 24 to 48 hours and they describe wind 
speed and direction for different times of the day. It is remarkable that the 
number of patterns found using the SW approach is three times higher than 
the ones found by Yusof et al. (2014), who mined the same wind dataset 
after discretizing it into natural days (i.e. 24 hour blocks) and who used the 
same LCMSeq parameterization. This demonstrates the importance of not 
discretizing the time in sequential data mining. 
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3.3.2 Spatio-Temporal Wind Sequential Pattern 
Visualization 

3.3.2.1 Wind Sequential Patterns Overview  

The TileVis was used to get an overall view of the discovered patterns (Figure 

3.5). This visualization shows the distribution of the sequential patterns 

according to their weather stations and the time of their occurrences. Each 

wind sequential pattern is represented with a different colour code (pattern 

label).  Users can use the check buttons and radio buttons to interactively 

select stations or patterns of interest. When the user selects a pattern, a 

typical follow-up question can be addressed; for instance, a question about 

which stations share similar patterns. This is where the TileVis will highlights 

those similar pattern as well as the corresponding stations that belong to this 

pattern. The details of pattern explorations using TileVis are presented in 

Section 3.3.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: TileVis visualization for overall wind sequential patterns 

distribution 
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3.3.2.2 Wind Sequential Pattern in 3D Wind Rose  

The wind patterns are further decomposed by showing their speed and 
direction using the 3D wind rose. Here, the speed is visualized using the 
visual variable values colour (grey scale). The lighter the grey colour, the 
lower the wind speed. Additionally, the length of the rose bar also shows the 
speed intensity and indicates the direction from which the wind blows. By 
using this 3D wind rose, we are able to illustrate the variability of the wind 
speed and direction at each time-stamp (in hours) from the extracted wind 
sequential patterns. The 3D wind roses for all the 15 unique patterns are 
shown in Figure 6. This figure illustrates the generalized wind sequential 
patterns calculated by averaging the wind speed and direction for all the 
stations where these patterns were found. 

The results from Figure 3.6 show that the wind sequential patterns 
contain two prevailing wind directions blowing from the Northeast-East 
(patterns 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15) and South-Southwest (patterns 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9). The obtained wind speed for the wind sequential 
patterns can be categorized into three levels—low, moderate and high. The 
lowest wind speed is 2 to 4 m/s (patterns 4, 9, 10 and 13). Moderate and 
high wind speed are 4 to 8 m/s and 9 to 12 m/s respectively. Moderate wind 
speed is the most dominant speed recorded in 10 different wind sequential 
patterns (patterns 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14 and 15). However, pattern 7 is 
the only pattern that has the highest wind speed in the study area.  

In addition, patterns 8, 9 and 12 share the highest number of 
occurrences (38). However, these patterns have different durations where 
pattern 12 runs for of 48 hours, and patterns 8 and 9 run for 27 and 24 
hours respectively. For the entire period of study, pattern 8 distributions 
were found mostly at stations located far from the coastal area. The 3D wind 
rose shows that wind direction of this pattern blows from 190° to 210° (S-
SW) with moderate wind speed, whereas stations that contain pattern 9 are 
mostly located in the eastern region of The Netherlands with the wind 
blowing from 190° to 220° (S-SW) direction. Pattern 9 has the lowest wind 
speed at 2 to 4 m/s. The weak wind speed in this pattern could be associated 
with the land use features such as built-up areas that can decrease the speed 
significantly. In pattern 12, the wind blows from 50° to 90° (NE-E) direction 
and is mostly distributed in the southwestern region of the study area. This 
pattern has a moderate wind speed of 5 to 8 m/s. Overall, we observed that 
both patterns 8 and 12 have potential availability of wind speed resources 
(10m height) in the study area.   
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The 3D wind rose is useful not only for gaining the meaning of the sequential 
patterns, but also for incorporation into the geographical space to find out 
where and when such patterns occurred. The details are explained in Section 
3.3.3. 

Figure 3.6: Visual representation of wind sequential patterns using 3D wind 

rose (P = pattern, L = length and F = frequency). Each of the 3D wind rose 

based is referred to pattern colours (refer to Figure 3.5). 
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3.3.2.3 3D View of Wind Sequential Patterns 

The wind sequential patterns were further explored using the STC. This view 

incorporates space, time and wind categorical components (speed, direction 

and wind pattern). This way, the wind sequential patterns can be explored in 

their geographic location and distribution in chronological order of time. To 

provide detailed information of the wind patterns, the wind categorical 

components comprising of speed, types of pattern and direction are 

represented by the length of the rose bars, colours and the facing direction of 

the rose bars respectively (Figure 3.7). Notice that in this figure the 3D rose 

bars appear as thin disks because these roses represent events that occurred 

over a relatively short time interval (e.g. 48 hours over 10 years). This 

representation is used to prevent visual cluttering while still providing an 

overview of all the mined patterns. 

 

Figure 3.7: Wind sequential patterns illustrated using 3D wind roses and 

coloured according to (a) the type of pattern, and (b) to their speed (m/s) 
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Additionally, the STC and 2D map are linked to the TileVis to provide 
the interactivity for wind sequential patterns exploration. This means that the 
user can select part of the data (i.e station or pattern) in TileVis and the 
selected data will be shown simultaneously in the STC or in the 2D map for 
further investigation. 

Visualizing a large number of wind sequential patterns can result in 
overplotting, which makes it difficult for the users to track the numerous 
visual elements. To mitigate this and to allow the exploration of the patterns, 
the visual environment is designed based on the “Focus+Contex” principles. 
The TileVis can serve as the “context” of the overall sequential patterns 
corresponding to the collection of sub-Tiles. Hence, the TileVis is used to 
visualize the entire set of wind sequential patterns at once. This helps the 
users to see relevant patterns on the display in such a way that significant 
patterns are detectable and preserved. Meanwhile, the STC serves as the 
“focus” of the TileVis, where detailed information (wind speed, direction, type 
of patterns and time of occurrences) on the TileVis selection are displayed. 
The 2D map is also treated as a “focus” element as it only highlights the 
selected stations of interest.  

3.3.3 Wind Sequential Pattern Exploration 

3.3.3.1 Spatial Visual Task: Revealing patterns that  
           belong to area of interest 

Corresponding patterns to the specific area might appear while monitoring 
spatio-temporal changes in wind characteristics. The users can refer to a 
single location or part of the area by specifying the station name or spatial 
relation such as stations in area X. For this task, the formulated questions 
can be, “What is the trend of wind patterns at station 225?” or, “How do the 
wind patterns look like for stations that are located in the province of North 
Holland?” The results are treated in the sense of discovering similarities and 
differences in wind sequential patterns within the selected locations.    

To achieve this, the users can use the TileVis view to select the 
station of interest, using the check buttons. Figure 3.8 illustrates three 
selected stations in the TileVis, namely, stations 225, 240 and 249 located in 
the North Holland province. In the STC, only the wind sequential patterns 
belonging to these stations were visualized, while the others remained 
invisible (Figure 3.9b). This allows the users to focus on trends for those 
stations. Figure 3.9a shows the position of the selected stations highlighted 
as square symbol.           
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From Figures 3.8 and 3.9, we observe that each of the station shows various 

wind sequential patterns. Even though the stations are located in the same 

province, the wind characteristics show that they are different from each 

other. These differences lead to the assumption that these trends could be 

related to the geographical conditions (Figure 3.9a). For instance, station 240 

(Schiphol), which is located in Schiphol International Airport tower, shows 

various wind patterns, while station 225 (IJmuiden) that is located in a 

coastal area has less numbers of frequent patterns compared to station 240. 

These trends show the influence of geographical conditions that cause 

different wind pattern occurrences, leading to heterogeneous wind behaviour 

in the spatial context. 

 

Figure 3.8: Distribution of wind sequential patterns for stations 255, 240 

and 249 in TileVis, 

Figure 3.9: Wind sequential patterns in 3D view and 2D map: (a) the 2D 

map shows the positions of the selected stations highlighted in square 

symbol, and (b) occurring wind sequential patterns over time which 

visualized on top of the stations 
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3.3.3.2 Temporal Visual Task: Identifying patterns in  
            selected time interval 

One of the important questions users might have is what types of wind 

sequential patterns are present during a certain time interval. For such a 

task, our proposed tools allow one to perform a time interval selection for 

identifying stations and the patterns that occur in the selected period. 

Consider the following question addressing one particular time interval; what 

patterns occurred during the whole day between 25 December 2008 and 30 

December 2008 at all stations? The time interval was selected in TileVis 

(Figure 3.10) and the occurring patterns during this selected period is then 

identified from the STC and 2D map (Figure 3.11).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Focusing wind patterns in selected time moment (from 25 to 

30 December 2008) 
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Figure 3.11a shows that there are three sequential patterns, namely, 

patterns 10, 11 and 12 occurring in ten different stations. Most of them 

appeared only once except for station 240 where pattern 11 (in red dotted 

line) occurred twice. This explains that within this time interval we could 

observe  similar wind behaviour occurring not only in different stations, but  

also  in similar stations (red dotted line) (Figure 3.11b). Additionally, the 

wind direction of these patterns shares similar behaviour where the wind is 

coming mostly from the northeast direction. This indicates that wind direction 

is more consistent than wind speed during the selected time interval.  To 

observe the vagaries of wind speed visually, the representation of the 3D 

wind rose can be changed using the speed attribute. For instance, figure 

3.11c depicts the changes of wind speed for pattern 11 (red dotted line) 

ranging from 2 to 8 m/s, with the wind blowing in the direction of 60° to 80° 

(NE).   

3.3.3.3 Attribute Visual Task: Highlighting the  
            predefined pattern of interest 

Contrary to the first and second tasks, revealing similar wind patterns also 

provide useful information on the wind behaviour. Since the chosen patterns 

Figure 3.11: Wind sequential pattern occurrences during the selected time 

interval: (a) highlighted stations indicate stations that contain at least one of 

the selected patterns, (b) wind sequential patterns occurrences in time with 

different patterns in STC, and (c) visualizing wind speed and direction for 

reoccurring pattern 11 (red dot line) 
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are known, one can determine their times of recurrence and identify the 

station that exhibits a particular pattern. The existence of similar patterns at 

individual station or set of stations might point to the possibility of common 

conditions at their locations. Additionally, the users can observe any 

repetitive wind pattern distributed over times to detect regular wind 

behaviour which can be expected every day or month. For such task, the 

users may select any pattern of interest by using the radio button on the 

right side of the TileVis. For this task, we have chosen the longest sequential 

pattern, which is pattern 12, to discover the wind behaviour. Figures 3.12 

and 3.13a demonstrate the overall distribution of pattern 12 in TileVis and 

STC in all weather stations respectively. In figure 3.12, the pattern occurs for 

four consecutive days (from 7-12-2002 to 11-12-2002) in station 344. For 

stations 340 and 348, the pattern appeared for three days in a row (from 7-

12-2002 to 10-12-2002). This shows that station 340, 344 and 348 share 

similar wind characteristics for the same time period. We observed that the 

surrounding area of these weather stations share common geographic 

characteristics. The stations are located in open areas characterized by 

grassland and arable land with few obstacles to deflect the wind flow. The 

repetitive occurrences of pattern 12 appeared mostly in December 2002, 

indicating that regular wind behaviour persisted continuously for a couple of 

days.  

 

Figure 3.12: Distribution of pattern 12 in all stations for the whole period of 

study 
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To depict details of wind behaviour for pattern 12 in December 2002 

(from 7-12-2002 to 11-12-2002), the STC time window was set to this time 

period (area inside the blue box in Figure 3.13b). To focus only on these 

selected time intervals, spatio-temporal zoom tool in STC is used to zoom in 

through the selected time with respect to location (stations) and the wind 

pattern components (Figure 3.13c). The occurring times for the displayed 

patterns can be identified by moving the reference map towards the above 

direction and stopping at where it took place. The time of the occurrence 

pattern is displayed at the vertical axis of the cube (Figure 3.13c). Figure 

3.13c illustrates the pattern’s direction is from 50° to 90° (NE-E) during this 

time period.  

 

 

3.4 Conclusions  
In this chapter, a novel approach to mine and interactively discover 

sequential patterns in wind data has been developed. This approach has 

three main hallmarks. First, it facilitates the process of mining temporal wind 

data through analysis of wind speed and direction simultaneously. Hence, the 

mining process will be more efficient and faster in a single process. Secondly, 

it allows for an efficient detection of all the sequential patterns present in the 

data by combining a state of the art mining algorithm (LCMSeq) with a time 

Figure 3.13: Similar wind pattern occurrences: (a) 2D map highlights the 

stations that contain pattern 12 with square symbol (red colour), (b) 

distribution of pattern 12 for the whole period of study, and (c) reoccurring 

pattern 12 in the selected time period (blue dot box in 10b) 
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sliding window. The use of such a sliding window avoids the discretisation of 
data into arbitrary time units (e.g. daily wind values), thereby preventing the 
loss of patterns that occur across multiple time units. The implemented 
mining process is generic and users can empirically fine-tune the LCMSeq and 
SW parameters to mine different sequential wind patterns according to their 
needs or the target application. Thirdly, the proposed discovery of wind 
sequential patterns demonstrates the capabilities of data visualization to 
convey an overview. Moreover, the interactive character of the visualizations 
leads to new insights that could not be obtained from the original data or 
from the wind patterns alone. The three visual tasks help the user to explore 
the wind patterns at multiple level of details (‘Focus+Context’) and the use of 
multiple views (TileVis, 3D and 2D) minimizes the time needed to understand 
wind behaviour as each view provides a different perspective of the wind 
behaviour. 

The approach was applied to 10 years of hourly wind measurements 
in the Netherlands where we found 15 wind sequential patterns. These 
patterns were further explored using interactive visualizations and by way of 
three tasks. The spatial task showed that weather stations located in the 
same province do not necessarily experience similar wind patterns. 
Meanwhile, the temporal task revealed that within the selected time interval 
we are able to find similar wind behaviour occurring not only in different 
stations but also in the same station at different times of occurrences. The 
attribute task revealed the repetition of the chosen wind pattern, indicating 
as regular wind behaviour at different weather stations that persists 
continuously for some period. Overall, the conducted wind pattern 
explorations are about harnessing the user’s visual perception capabilities so 
that these can identify trends, patterns or any unusual occurrences in wind 
behaviour. The explorations results provide qualitative information of wind 
behaviour in relation to the spatial, temporal and attribute dimensions. 
Besides, the generated wind patterns yields users with generic ideas of areas 
or periods that might require further investigation. Thereby promoting further 
future exploration and/or analysis, which in turn can provide useful insights 
and knowledge to experts or decision-makers. In this regard, future 
researches might be geared towards testing by wind domain experts for 
validation of the overall proposed works. 
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Chapter 4 

Mapping frequent spatio-temporal wind profile 
patterns using multi-dimensional sequential 
pattern mining3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________ 
3This chapter is based on: 

Yusof, N., Zurita-Milla, R. and Kraak, M.J. (2015), Mining sequential pattern of multi – 

dimensional wind profiles. In: Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on 

GeoComputation Geospatial Information Sciences, Richardson TX, United States of 

America. 20-23 May 2015. 

Yusof, N., & Zurita-Milla, R. (2016). Mapping Frequent Spatio-Temporal Wind Profile 

Patterns Using Multi-dimensional Sequential Pattern Mining. International Journal of 

Digital Earth. doi: 10.1080/17538947.2016.1217943 
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Abstract  
Holistic understanding of wind behaviour over space, time and height is 
essential for harvesting wind energy application. This chapter presents a 
novel approach for mapping frequent wind profile patterns using 
multidimensional sequential pattern mining (MDSPM). This study is illustrated 
with a time series of 24 years of European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts European Reanalysis-Interim gridded (0.125° × 0.125°) wind data 
for the Netherlands every 6 hour and at six height levels. The wind data were 
first transformed into two spatio-temporal sequence databases (for speed 
and direction, respectively). Then, the Linear time Closed Itemset Miner 
Sequence algorithm was used to extract the multidimensional sequential 
patterns, which were then visualized using a 3D wind rose, a circular 
histogram and a geographical map. These patterns were further analysed to 
determine their wind shear coefficients and turbulence intensities as well as 
their spatial overlap with current areas with wind turbines. Our analysis 
identified four frequent wind profile patterns. One of them highly suitable to 
harvest wind energy at a height of 128 m and 68.97% of the geographical 
area covered by this pattern already contains wind turbines. This study 
shows that the proposed approach is capable of efficiently extracting 
meaningful patterns from complex spatio-temporal datasets. 

Keywords: Spatio-temporal data mining, multi-dimensional sequential 
pattern mining,  wind shear coefficient, turbulence intensity, wind energy 
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4.1     Introduction  

Wind is one of the most important renewable and “green” energy sources 
and, as such, it is widely used for generating electricity all over the world. 
The global growth of wind energy production will continue in the future 
because the use of this renewable source of energy is actively promoted by 
various institutions and associations (Association) 2014). However, there are 
three main contentious issues associated with the development of wind 
energy: 1) discovering the trend of wind patterns (Tchinda and Kaptouom 
2003, Tchinda et al. 2000), 2) minimizing negative environmental impact by 
developing appropriate wind farm site selection criteria (Hwang et al. 2011, 
Kaldellis et al. 2013, Latinopoulos and Kechagia 2015, Gimpel et al. 2015) 
and 3) identifying the environment impact of wind farms (Dai et al. 2015).  

Most wind energy studies concentrate on investigating suitable farm 
sites since finding viable land is a key constraint (Grassi et al. 2012, 
Sánchez-Lozano et al. 2016). Other studies have focused on the negative 
effects of wind farms (Landscape Institute 2013, Sovacool 2009, Chias and 
Abad 2013, Zhou et al. 2012). 

However, erratic production of wind energy still remains as one of the 
main issues due to the variability of wind speed and direction over time 
(Fadare 2010, Jung and Tam 2013, Ozelkan et al. 2016). Hence, accurate 
estimation of wind energy potential is also directly involved with the wind 
patterns which explain the variability of wind behaviour. For a given location, 
the temporal trend of wind speed and direction across multiple heights is 
captured through a typical wind profile pattern. The identification of such 
profiles is essential for several applications (Tamura et al. 2001). For 
instance, these profiles are used to understand typical wind conditions at a 
single hub-height or within the swept rotor area of wind turbines (Wagner et 
al. 2009). Several studies (often related to wind energy production) have 
been conducted to describe the characteristics of frequent wind distributions 
patterns (Carta et al. 2009, Apt 2007, Damousis et al. 2004, Krishna 2009). 
However, an efficient procedure to understand wind properties in these three 
dimensions (spatial, temporal and height) is still lacking due to the 
complexity of characterizing changeable and intermittent wind flows (Wagner 
Rozenn et al. 2010).  

Earlier studies of wind profile patterns included shape-dependent 
characteristics (Clobes et al. 2011), and parameterization approaches that 
modelled wind profiles using logarithmic law functions (Pérez et al. 2005) or 
the local maxima (Kettle 2014). However, these studies are location specific 
(i.e. based on a single tall-tower meteorological weather station) and hence, 
the revealed information is not representative for large areas (Ayotte et al. 
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2001, Sempreviva et al. 2008, Newman and Klein 2014). A possible way to 
discover wind profile patterns with large coverage of spatial representation is 
using spatio-temporal pattern mining to capture frequent wind patterns 
continuously over time. 

Spatio-temporal pattern mining offers computationally efficient 
approaches to identify frequent spatial and temporal patterns from large 
databases (Aggarwal 2014, Akbari et al. 2015). In particular, sequential 
pattern mining (SPM) can be used to detect frequent sequential patterns. 
SPM has been used for a wide range of applications such as in wireless 
sensor, tourism science and movement patterns (Azhar et al. 2013, 
Bermingham and Lee 2014, Shaw and Gopalan 2014), but the usage of this 
technique for wind studies is still limited. Yusof et al. (2016) used SPM for 
detecting spatio-temporal frequent patterns in time series of wind 
measurements collected at a given height. However, this approach cannot 
deal with three-dimensional (wind) time series. To do so, multi-dimensional 
sequential pattern mining (MDSPM) is required. Several MDSPM techniques 
have been utilized in previous studies. For instance, Yu and Chen (2005) 
mined sequential patterns from a multi-dimensional dataset. These datasets 
were transformed into a simplified sequence format that belongs to a single 
hierarchized dimension. However, this work only extracted frequent 
sequential patterns that take only a single dimension into consideration. Pinto 
et al. (2001) used dimensional partitioning method and the extracted 
sequential patterns by this technique do not retain all the dimensions. 
However, generating a complete set of multi-dimensional sequential patterns 
is important which provide specialized details about the underlying structure 
patterns in the data rather than too general patterns (Cai et al. 2014). Peng 
and Liao (2009) extracted multi-dimensional sequential patterns from the 
combination of multiple dimensional information. This combination may 
generate large sequences. However, mining sequential patterns is inefficient 
with long sequences and often may not find exact matching of long patterns 
in the database (Kum et al. 2003). Due to these shortcomings, an improved 
MDSPM technique is required to mine patterns without loosing important 
information carried by the dimensions. This is particularly important for 
domains, such as wind energy studies, where reasoning about the structure 
of the multiple dimensions of the data and the relations between them are 
inherently required.  

This chapter presents a novel technique for identifying wind profile 
patterns utilizing a MDSPM that considers changes in wind speed and 
direction across the three dimensions of the data (space, time and height). 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that mines multi-
dimensional geographical data by explicitly and holistically considering their 
spatial and temporal dimensions. This allows us to discover with more 
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complex wind behaviour associated to these dimensions. Moreover, the 
selected application demonstrates the value of multi-dimensional data mining 
in the field of renewable energies. More precisely, the proposed technique is 
able to support the early stages of planning to develop new wind farms. 
Additionally, the mined frequent wind profile patterns from the proposed 
MDSPM are visualized using a 3D wind rose and circular histogram. After 
evaluating energy-relevant wind characteristics, the best patterns are used to 
create a map that highlights optimal areas and heights to harvest wind 
energy. Finally, we compare these maps with the existing location of wind 
turbines in the study area to verify the mined patterns.  

4.2     Material and Methods  

4.2.1  Study area and Wind data  

The study area comprises the whole of the Netherlands, a western European 
country that lies between latitudes 50° and 53°N, and longitudes 3° and 8 °E 
(Figure 4.1). In 2014, the installed wind capacity in the Netherlands reached 
nearly 2700 MW. This means that about 5% of the energy used in the 
country comes from wind turbines (IEA 2014). However, wind energy is 
expected to steadily increase in the coming years because the national 
energy policy target aims at reaching 6000 MW of wind capacity on land by 
2020 to meet European Union agreements (14% of renewable energy) (IEA 
2014). This means that additional research is needed to understand wind 
patterns in the Netherlands. For this study, wind data comprising wind speed 
and direction were used as they are the main parameters for determining 
efficient wind energy production. The wind dataset used in this study was 
freely obtained from the ERA-Interim reanalysis database 
(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/?levtype=ml) that 
covers the period from 1990 to 2013. This gridded database is produced by 
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) since 1 
January 1989 and it contains global weather data at multiple altitudes and at 
various time stamps (Dee et al. 2011). The ECMWF wind dataset has been 
widely used as an alternative to surface-based observations such as in wind 
resources estimation studies (Cannon et al. 2015, Kiss et al. 2009),and 
previous works (Landberg et al. 2003, Brower et al. 2013) have confirmed 
that the wind values are highly correlated with high-quality wind 
measurement from tall towers. In particular, we obtained the u (eastward) 
and v (northward) orthogonal wind components at six different pressure 
levels (1012, 1009, 1004, 998, 989 and 980 hPa; selected according to the 
range of wind turbine heights), at the four available daily instantaneous 
values (00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 Universal Time Coordinated (UTC)), 
and at the finest possible spatial resolution (0.125°). Additionally, we 
obtained data on the current wind turbines installed in the Netherlands from 
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http://www.windstats.nl/. This website lists all wind turbines and categorized 

them according to their power rate capacities; small (<100kW), medium 

(100kW-1MW) and large (1-10MW) (Tong 2010). Each power category has a 

typical height of wind turbine that ranges from 34 to 198 m.  

Figure 4.1: (a) The boundary of The Netherlands overlaid with ECMWF 

ERA-Interim gridded dataset and the existing location of wind turbines 

and (b) the close-up view of the locations of wind turbines in the selected 

grid cells (red box in Figure 4.1(a)). 
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4.2.2  Methods 

Figure 4.2 shows the three main steps of the proposed MDSPM approach 

used in this study. First, the wind dataset is transformed into spatio-temporal 

sequence databases. Then, these databases are mined to extract frequent 

wind profile patterns. Finally, the mined patterns are evaluated to identify 

optimal heights and locations for harvesting wind energy. The following sub-

sections present the details of each of these steps. 

 

  

Figure 4.2: Overall analytical workflow for extracting multi-dimensional 

wind profile patterns. 
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4.2.2.1  Data preparation  

The ERA-interim dataset was clipped to extract the grid cells over the 

Netherlands (Figure 4.3a). The information associated to each of the grid 

cells (i.e. u, v, time, pressure level, latitude and longitude) were put into a 

tabular form (Figure 4.3b).  

 
The u and v orthogonal vectors were converted into wind speed 

(equation 1) and direction (equation 2) as these variables are more readily 

interpretable than the original vectors. Then, the wind speed and direction 

were discretized into 10 and 12 classes, respectively (Table 4.1). These 

(numbers of) classes are deemed appropriate to characterize wind 

distribution as confirmed by previous studies that use the exact same wind 

direction classes (Verkaik et al. 2003, Rijkoort 1983). However, for wind 

speed classes were discretized according to the distribution ranges found in 

the wind dataset. The discretization makes the variation values of wind speed 

and direction more tractable by characterizing them into discrete values and 

Figure 4.3: (a) Gridded ERA-Interim for the whole study area and point 

features representing the centre of grid cells and (b) the dimensional 

information which comprise latitude, longitude, time, pressure levels, u and 

v for a single point (point in the grey box in (a)) 
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allowing more patterns to be extracted which cover all the wind distributions. 
The pressure levels were converted into pressure altitudes in metres 
(equation 3; (Brince and Hall 2009)) as this height unit is also more readily 
interpretable than the original unit. 

����� = 	 √�� + ��																																																																																																																					(1)                                                                                                        
                   

	
���
�� = �180/�� ∗ ���2��,��+ 180																																																																								(2)	   
                        

��
��� = 	 ��1 − 	 � ����

����.��
��.�����	� × 145366.45�× 0.3048																																					(3)                                    

where Psta is the given pressure level in millibars.   
 

Table 4.1: Wind speed and direction classes 

Speed 

Class 

Wind speed 

range (m/s) 
Direction class 

Wind direction 

range (°) 

1 1 – 4 0/360° 345 – 14° 
2 5 – 8 30° 15 – 44° 
3 9 – 12 60° 45 – 74° 
4 13 – 16 90° 75 – 104° 
5 17 – 20 120° 105 – 134° 
6 21 – 24 150° 135 – 164° 
7 25 – 28 180° 165 – 194° 
8 29 – 32 210° 195 – 224° 
9 33 – 36 240° 225 – 254° 
10 37 – 40 270° 255 – 284° 

 300° 285 – 314° 
330° 315 – 344° 

 

The new assigned values of speed and direction along with other 
dimensional information were stored into sequence databases. A sequence 
database (SD) contains a set of multi-dimensional sequences (M-DSeqs), 
where each of the M-DSeq is an ordered non-empty list of itemsets. These 
sequences were stored as rows in a SD and, therefore, they get assigned 
with a unique ID (ID) for each sequence which is defined as : 

M-DSeq = {<ID>, <lat, long>, <time>, < heights of wind speed/direction>} 

We have produced two SDs which consist of M-DSeqs of wind speed 
and direction, respectively. The multi-dimensional information for each SD 
consists of; a) latitude and longitude (lat, long) that contain the locations of 
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the wind event that takes place, b) the time holds the occurrences time (date 
and hour), and c) the heights indicate the wind speed/direction values 
arranged according to their corresponding height levels. For instance, the 
first M-DSeq for speed and direction SDs are as follows: 

Speed SD = {<1>, < 50.75, 5.625>, <01/01/1991 00:00:00>, <5, 6, 7, 5, 

6, 8>} 

Direction SD = {<1>, < 50.75, 5.625>, <01/01/1991 00:00:00>, <90, 120, 

90, 60, 90, 120>} 

Once the generated SDs are ready, they were used as the input in the mining 
process for extracting wind profile patterns.  

 

4.2.2.2  Mining Wind Profile Patterns  

The wind speed and direction SDs were mined using a multi-dimensional 
frequent SPM technique that consists of three main steps: 1) mine frequent 
sequential patterns from wind speed and direction SDs independently, 2) Find 
patterns that occur at the same place and time and 3) mine and visualize 
frequent wind profiles patterns. Figure 4.4 illustrates the inputs, outputs and 

parameters required at each step.  

Step 1 Mining sequential patterns  

Frequent sequential patterns were mined from the speed and direction of SDs 
(SSD and DSD, respectively) using the Linear time Closed Itemset Miner 
Sequence (LCMSeq) algorithm. This algorithm was chosen because it 
provides fast frequency counting and requires less memory usage than other 
sequence pattern algorithms when mining large SDs. This is achieved by 
combining three computational techniques, namely prefix tree, array list and 
bitmaps (Uno et al. 2005b). As a result, the time required to generate the 
sequential patterns is linearly proportional to the size of the input database. 
This reduces the computation time compared to other sequential mining 
algorithms (Nakahara et al. 2010). Moreover the LCMSeq algorithm performs 
a closed search of frequent patterns. This means that it only returns patterns 
that are not included in longer patterns (i.e. it avoids generating redundant 
patterns). From a practical point of view, running this data mining algorithm 
only requires the definition of three parameters: the minimum support 
threshold (min_sup), the sequence length (SeqL) and the sequence gap 
(SeqG). The min_sup determines if a pattern is frequent enough to be mined. 
After serveral trials, we set the min_sup to 40% of the total data. This value 
generated frequent patterns that are compact and carry representative set of 
wind patterns that can be found in the wind dataset. The SeqL parameter 
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defines the length of the pattern to be mined. Here, the SeqL value was fixed 
to six because that is the number of heights in the wind data and we are 
interested in mining full wind profiles. Finally, the SeqG parameter allows the 
user to specify the length of possible gaps or discontinuities in the patterns. 
This parameter was made equal to zero because, again, we are interested in 
mining full wind profile patterns.  

Step 2 Detect Similar Spatio-Temporal Occurrences 

The mined frequent sequential patterns from SSD and DSD were 
“intersected” to identify patterns that occur at the same location together 
with the time of their occurrences. All the wind speed and direction patterns 
that intersected were combined into a set of candidate multi-dimensional 
sequential patterns. Figure 4 shows two examples of candidate patterns (N1 
and N2).  

Step 3 Generate Multi-dimensional Sequential Pattern  

The frequencies of all the candidate multi-dimensional sequential patterns 
were calculated and compared against a new min_sup threshold to identify 
frequent wind profiles. This new threshold was set to 20 % by dividing the 
current min_sup (40%) by the number of sequence databases (2 SDs) 
created in step 1. This selection was used as a basic rule for providing 
min_sup to endure with the loosing (unmatched) patterns that occurred 
during the sequential combination between SSeq and DSeq. Finally, the 
mined wind profile patterns were visualized using a 3D wind rose and a 
circular histogram to illustrate their speed and direction and to highlight their 
occurrences over time.  
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              Figure 4.4: The MDSPM workflow 

 

4.2.2.3  Wind Patterns Analysis and Visualization  

The mined wind profiles were analysed to assess their potential for 

harnessing wind energy. For this, we computed two well-known wind 

characteristics from hourly and monthly wind values: the wind shear 

coefficient (WSC) and the turbulence intensity (TI) (Fırtın et al. 2011, 

Rehman and Al-Abbadi 2008). The hourly and monthly evaluations were 

performed in order to identify the influence of diurnal and seasonal changes 

in wind data.    

The WSC measures changes in wind speed over a short distance that 

occurs vertically in heights. WSC is mostly dependent on the stability of the 

atmosphere and surface obstruction (Elkinton et al. 2006, Istchenko and 

Turner 2008). The WSC value describes the atmospheric stability where at 

strongly stable atmospheric condition it is corresponds to high wind shear. 

Meanwhile, at strongly unstable atmospheric condition is relatively the result 

of lowest wind shear (Smith K. et al. 2002, Newman and Klein 2014). 

Knowing this value is essential for evaluating the wind condition at various 

heights which is associated to different turbine hubs. The WSC (�) can be 

measured as follows (equation 4) (Gualtieri and Secci 2011):  
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� = 	 ln����− ln	(��)
ln����− ln	(��) 																																																																																																																		(4) 

 

where V1 and V2 are the wind speed records at heights Z1 and Z2, 
respectively. To obtained the values of WSC, we have divided into six pairs of 
height interval comprise of α1:195-280 m, α2:128-195 m, α3:77-128 m, 
α4:35-77 m, α5:10-35m and α6:10-280 m.  

The TI measures irregular wind flows in which the wind whirls rapidly 
because of uneven terrain surface or obstacles such as buildings (Wagner 
and Mathur 2013). These whirls can be different between the wind flows at 
different heights (Carpman 2011). A maximum in TI indicates lowest wind 
speed when the wind flow is encountered by surface obstructions. This effect 
decreases with increasing height above the surface. Consequently, as TI 
minimizes, wind speed increases (Gipe 2004, Sørensen 2007). Measuring TI 
is important because larger amount of turbulence will generate a larger 
amount of fatigue that, in turn, increases the rate at which wind turbines 
breakdown (Wharton and Lundquist 2012b). The following equation was used 
to assess wind turbulence (equation 5) (Rehman 2014, Gualtieri 2015b): 
 

�	 = 	σ��� 																																																																																																																																																												(5) 

 
where (σi) is the standard deviation of the wind speed within time step i and 
Vi is the mean wind speed in time step i . 

Once the WSC (α) and TI values of the wind profile patterns are 
known, these values were classified according to the wind stability and speed 
condition. For this, we used the criteria developed by Wharton and Lundquist 
(2012b) shown in Table 4.2. From these classifications, we are able to 
evaluate the vertical wind condition for each wind pattern and identify their 
preferred height wind speed that is suitable to harvest wind energy. 
Afterwards, the wind patterns were mapped into the geographic space to 
indicate their spatial distribution, while the total numbers of pattern 
occurrences in each cell (Figure 3a) were computed in percentage to 
represent the wind patterns over time. For the verification, these maps were 
overlapped with the existing locations of wind turbines and presented in a bar 
chart to illustrate the percentage of overlapping areas.   
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Table 4.2: Threshold values of WSC (α) and TI for major wind condition 

classification 

Wind shear (α) Stability 

class  

 Turbulence 

Intensity (TI) 
Wind speed 

condition  
Highest : 
   α > 0.3 

Strongly 
stable  

 Lowest : 
   TI < 4 % 

Strongest 

High : 
   0.2 < α < 0.3 

Stable 
 Low : 

   4% < TI < 6% 
Strong 

Moderate : 
   0.1 < α < 0.2 

Near-neutral 
 Moderate : 

   6% < TI < 9% 
Generally  
Calm 

Low : 
   0.0 < α < 0.1 

Convective 
 High : 

   9% < TI < 17% 
Low 

Lowest : 
   α < 0.0 

Strongly 
convective  

 Highest : 
   TI > 17% 

Lowest 

 

4.3     Results and Discussion  

4.3.1  Data analysis   
The extracted ECMWF gridded values that were saved into tabular form 
consist of 85,836,672 records (on average of 3,576,528 records per year). 
Figures 5(a) and (b) illustrate the frequency distribution of wind speed and 
direction after discretizing them into 10 and 12 classes respectively. From 
this figure, we observed that wind speed in class 2 (5-8 m/s) is the dominant 
speed followed by class 1 (1-4 m/s) and 3 (9-12 m/s) for the whole time 
period. However, the wind rose plot indicates that the prevailing wind 
direction mostly comes from the westerly wind, while the easterly wind 
direction shows a somewhat similar number of occurrences.   

The discretized wind speed and direction data were stored in separate 
sequence databases following the format described in Section 4.2.2.1, which 
is {<ID>, <lat, long>, <time>, < heights of wind speed/direction>}. Hence, 
each SD contains a total of 14,306,112 sequences (i.e. the total records 
divided by six height levels).  
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4.3.2     Mining Wind Profile Patterns  

The application of LCMSeq to the speed and direction SDs resulted in five 

unique sequential patterns for each of the sequence databases (SSeq and 

DSeq, respectively). These unique patterns represent a total of 48% (SSeq) 

and 41% (DSeq) of occurrences. The spatio-temporal intersection of the 

SSeq and DSeq patterns identified a total of 25 candidates of multi-

dimensional sequential patterns. Only four of these patterns have a 

frequency larger than 20%. Hence, these selected patterns are used to 

represent the wind profile patterns. Figure 4.6 shows the corresponding wind 

profiles and their corresponding absolute and relative frequencies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Total occurrences for (a) wind speed classes and (b) wind 

direction classes  
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Figure 4.7 shows the absolute frequency of these four wind profile 

patterns in each month of the year and highlights the seasonality of the 

patterns. Pattern 1 dominates the number of occurrences in January to March 

(winter-spring) and from September to December (autumn-winter). During 

summer, there are increased numbers of occurrences for all wind profile 

patterns compared to other seasons. However, pattern 3 depicts the 

dominant pattern in this season. Overall, pattern 1 shows more consistency 

based on the occurrences over time compared to other patterns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: The extracted wind profile patterns and their number of 

occurrences (absolute (F) and relative (R) frequencies) obtained from the 

MDSPM process 
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4.3.3     Analysis of Wind Profile Patterns and    
             Visualization   

The mined wind profile patterns were analysed in hourly and monthly wind 

values. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show the results of the WSC and TI of the mined 

wind patterns. The results for pattern 1 at the hourly (figure 4.8a) and 

monthly (figure 4.8b) temporal resolutions show very slight differences of 

WSCs at various height intervals. The WSC shows larger values in the early 

morning (0 and 6 hours) and evening (18 hours). However, the WSCs in the 

afternoon (12 hour) are moderate. During the warm seasons (June, July and 

August) pattern 1 has moderate wind shear while it depicts high wind shear 

for the rest of the months in all height intervals. The decreased wind shear is 

due to unstable atmosphere stability that is affected by heating and cooling 

cycles of air above the ground (van den Berg 2008). These results are 

Figure 4.7: Circular histogram of the wind profile patterns for each month 

of the year and season 
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confirmed by the meteorological mass tower at Cabauw (Netherlands) 
studied by Gualtieri (2015a). Pattern 2 depicts nearly constant WSC values 
over time. In general, higher values of WSC were noticed at lower heights as 
shown in Figure 8a and b. For pattern 3, the fluctuation of WSC values can be 
observed in hourly temporal resolution. However, in the monthly resolution 
the WSC values appear to be slightly stable. Higher values of WSC were 
observed at upper heights intervals (Figure 4.8a and b). The overall trend for 
pattern 4 is similar to pattern 1 for hourly resolution of WSCs (Figure 4.8a). 
However, the monthly resolution shows slightly constant WSC values 
throughout the year and fall in the moderate wind shear category. 
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Figure 4.8: (a) Wind shear coefficient at four instantaneous hours (0, 6, 12 

and 18 h) for each wind profile pattern at six different height intervals and 

(b) Wind shear coefficient for each wind profile pattern at six different height 

intervals for every month of the year 
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Figure 4.9: (a) Turbulence intensity at four instantaneous hours (0, 6, 12 

and 18 h) for each wind profile pattern at six different heights and (b) 

Turbulence intensity for each wind profile pattern at six different heights for 

every month of the year 
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The observed TI values remained stable in both hourly (Figure 4.9a) 
and monthly (Figure 9b) temporal resolutions in pattern 1. As shown, the TI 
is smoother at upper heights (TI77 and TI128) and consists of lower values. 
Pattern 2 shows higher TI values for hourly resolution at all heights. If 
compared to the corresponding WSC one (Figure 4.8a), the following features 
affect the hourly TI trend: i) a quite constant behaviour in daytime and 
nighttime and ii) slight differences among TI at various heights vs. WSCs at 
various height intervals. The TI by monthly resolution (Figure 4.8b) also 
depicts high values and its shape does not appreciably vary with heights. 
Pattern 3 depicts the highest TI values at all height levels throughout the 
time resolutions (Figure 4.9a and 4.9b). High TI indicates a good mixture of 
atmospheric stability conditions at each height. For pattern 4, similar trend 
can be observed in both hourly and monthly resolution at all consecutive 
heights. Lower TI values were observed at lower heights (increase of TI as 
height increases which spans from 6% (TI35) to 15% (TI280)). This trend is 
formed as turbulence eddies (Burton et al. 2001).    
 

Table 4.3 summarizes the main findings of the evaluation of the 
mined wind profile patterns in terms of WSC and TI. This table lists the most 
suitable conditions for every wind pattern.  

Table 4.3: Selected mean of WSC and TI for wind patterns 
Hourly 

Pattern  Category : WSC and TI Height 

Pattern 1  High (0.24) and Lowest (3.67) 128 m 
Pattern 2 Moderate (0.11) and Moderate (8.56) 77 m 
Pattern 3 Moderate (0.12) and Highest (25.15) 128 m 
Pattern 4 High (0.20) and Moderate (6.05) 35 m 
 

Monthly 
Pattern 1  High (0.23) and Lowest (3.84) 128 m 
Pattern 2 Moderate (0.10) and Moderate (8.63) 77 m 
Pattern 3 Moderate (0.11) and Highest (28.09) 128 m 
Pattern 4 Moderate (0.18) and Moderate (6.13) 35 m 

 

From table 4.3 summarization, we can identify that pattern 1 shows 
the best results of WSC and TI compared with the rest of the wind patterns. 
The wind behaviour for this pattern is considered as a strong wind and has 
stable a atmospheric stability condition at the selected 128m height. 
Additionally, pattern 1 also exhibited with high frequency of occurrences over 
time which may indicate as regular wind behaviour that occurred in the study 
area. This finding indicates that wind speed at the selected height is the 
preferred height for wind resources potential. For pattern 2, the selected 
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wind condition was identified at 77 m height, which consists of calm wind 
flow and near to neutral stability condition. However, for pattern 3 the 
selected height at 128 m shows that the wind behaviour is in a near to 
neutral stability condition with low wind velocity. Additionally, the selected 
height at 35 m that corresponded to pattern 4 is consists of stable and calm 
wind flow condition.  
 

Moreover, the analysed wind patterns, based on the assessment of 
WSC and TI (Table 4.3), were mapped into their geographical space and 
overlapped with the existing locations of wind turbines according to the 
turbine categories. Figure 4.10 illustrates the distribution of wind patterns 
that correspond to their height. The figure also depicts the percentage of 
wind pattern occurrences in each cell over time. The highest percentage of 
occurrences for pattern 1 is concentrated in the south and southwest of the 
Netherlands. The wind occurrences for pattern 2 are mostly distributed 
adjacent to the coastal area of The Netherlands which also can be observed 
in pattern 3 however, both of these patterns are located at different heights. 
For pattern 4, there are several minor parts of the wind occurrences located 
in the eastern and southern area, whereas the rest of the occurrences are 
distributed in the north and southwest of the Netherlands.  

Figure 4.11 illustrates the percentage of overlapping areas between 
the wind patterns and the locations of wind turbines. The generated maps for 
pattern 1 shows the highest percentage of overlapping with 68.97%, followed 
by pattern 4 (59.18%) and 2 (43.87%). However, pattern 3 resulted in the 
lowest percentage (22.25%). The small overlapping areas can be affected by 
other factors such as the geographical features, social condition and landuse 
activities, which influence the positioning of the wind turbines. From these 
verifications, this study indicates that pattern 1 distribution was prone to 
most of the wind turbine locations in the study area.  
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Figure 4.10: The wind patterns distribution based on their height and the 

percentage of occurrences over time in each grid cell overlaid on top of 

wind turbine locations. 

Figure 4.11: The percentage of overlap between current wind turbine 

locations and the geographic distribution of the mined wind profile 

patterns. 
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The geographical distribution of wind speed and direction associated 

to pattern 1 is illustrated in figure 4.12. This preferred pattern contains mean 

wind speed that range from 8.50 to 8.67 m/s and the highest (red colour) 

wind speeds are mostly found in the middle part of the Netherlands. The 

predominant wind direction indicates that wind mainly blows from the 

southwest direction.  

 

 

4.4     Conclusions  

The exploration of wind profile patterns in the early stage of wind farm 

planning is one of the key elements for gaining a better understanding of the 

wind condition. Besides, the generated wind pattern yields users useful 

Figure 4.12: The geographical distribution of mean wind speed and wind 

direction for pattern 1 at a 128 m height from the surface. 
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qualitative information about wind behaviour which in turn can provide 
knowledge to experts. This study demonstrates a novel approach to mine and 
map frequent wind profile patterns. This approach, based on the use of 
sequential data mining, was illustrated with a time series of 24-year of 
ECMWF ERA-Interim wind data for the Netherlands. Results show that there 
are four main wind profile patterns in the study area. The WSC and TI of 
these patterns were analysed to evaluate their suitability to harvest wind 
energy. From this analysis we concluded that only wind profile pattern 1 at 
128m of height is sufficiently strong and stable for generating sufficient wind 
energy. Fortunately, this pattern is the most dominant one (i.e. has the 
highest occurrences and it is consistently found over time). Moreover, the 
spatial coverage of pattern 1 largely overlaps (~ 69%) with the actual 
location of wind turbines.  

This chapter represents a first attempt at implementing MDSPM for 
assessing wind profile patterns over large areas. The mined wind profiles are 
particularly useful to quantify wind resource potential at various heights, and 
this information is essential for early stage planning of wind farms. The 
proposed MDSPM approach is generic: it can be applied to other locations and 
even to other spatio-temporal problems thanks to its two main hallmarks: 1) 
it can mine patterns from n-dimensional datasets (i.e. it can be can be 
applied to spatio-temporal data with more than 3 dimensions) and 2) it 
allows a quick and deep understanding of the mined patterns by combining 
data mining and a suite of visualizations, namely the 3D wind rose, the 
circular histogram and geographical maps.  

Regarding the applicability to other locations, the proposed approach 
can potentially be applied globally because it only requires gridded wind data 
at various heights. Yet, areas with complex relief might require finer spatial 
resolutions than the ones currently provided by the ECMWF and the 
application of MDSPM to large areas might be computationally challenging. 
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Chapter 5 

Modelling and Mapping Annual Wind Power 
Potential using Ensemble Regression4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________ 
4This chapter is based on: 

Yusof, N., Izquierdo-Verdiguier, E. & Zurita-Milla, R. (2017). Modelling and Mapping 

Annual Wind Power Potential using Ensemble Regression. Transactions in GIS (Under 

review). 
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Abstract  
Modelling and mapping wind energy resources is a pre-requisite for the 
development of wind farms and, hence, to increase the use of renewable 
energy sources. Yet, the prediction of wind power over large areas remains 
challenging because of the spatio-temporal variability of wind and the 
diversity of wind turbines. This chapter presents two approaches for mapping 
annual wind power using ensemble regression methods. The first approach 
considers the variability of wind speed and direction across multiple heights, 
whereas the second focuses on the wind speed and direction at the height of 
the wind turbines. Both approaches, implemented using Gradient Boosting 
Regression (GBR) and Random Forest Regression (RFR), were used to model 
annual wind power for small, medium and large wind turbines in the 
Netherlands. The evaluation of the results showed that the first approach 
based on GBR method leads to the best results with a mean normalized 
RMSE of 0.15. Moreover, the results produced of this model show a strong 
correlation between the measured and the predicted wind power for all wind 
turbine categories. This chapter demonstrates the ability of data-driven 
approaches to model and map complex spatio-temporal patterns. 

Keywords: spatio-temporal data, gradient boosting regression, 
random forest regression, wind turbines, wind power mapping 
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5.1 Introduction  
Modelling and mapping of wind energy resources is a pre-requisite for the 
development of wind farms and, hence, to increase the use of renewable 
energy sources. Yet, predicting wind power potential over large areas 
remains challenging because wind has a highly intermittent nature over 
space, time and height that leads to irregular wind power production (Dong 
et al. 2016). Moreover, the evolution of wind harvesting technology has led 
to wind turbines with different characteristics (Wharton and Lundquist 
2012a). These factors explain the difficulty of modelling and mapping wind 
power potential over large areas, despite the pressing need to have this 
information to optimize wind energy harvesting, and to move towards and 
increased use of renewable energy sources (Timilsina et al. 2013). 

Statistical modelling approaches are widely used to predict wind 
power potential. These approaches mostly try to parametrize the relationship 
between time series of wind data and the production of energy at a specific 
location (Liu et al. 2011). Several well-known statistical models such as 
Time-varying Autoregressive models (Huang and Chalabi 1995), 
Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model (Erdem and Shi 2011, Torres 
et al. 2005) and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) (De 
Giorgi et al. 2011) are extensively used to predict wind power for a particular 
type of wind turbine. These models can explicitly reveal linear relationships; 
however, predictions are of insufficient quality if non-linear characteristics are 
prominent in the wind dataset (Zhang et al. 2016a). Moreover, being pure 
time series methods, these statistical models cannot provide predictions for 
locations where wind turbine data is not available. In addition, autoregressive 
models developed in one location are generally not valid in other locations. 
Other studies have used geostatistical modelling by taking into account the 
correlations between the target location and its neighbours (Katzenstein et 
al. 2010, Papaefthymiou and Pinson 2008, Sørensen and Cutululis 2010). 
However, these models are deterministic because they only consider the 
dependency among nearby locations without considering the spatial 
components of environmental properties within their neighbours (Hur and 
Baldick 2012). Thus, statistical models have difficulties mapping wind power 
over larger areas. 

 Wind power prediction could benefit from the recent advance of 
machine learning (ML) approaches (Najeebullah et al. 2015, Taslimi Renani et 
al. 2016). ML is able to learn complex and non-linear relationships that are 
difficult to model with conventional statistical techniques (Negnevitsky et al. 
2009, Senjyu et al. 2005). Various ML algorithms have been used for 
predicting wind power such as artificial neural network (Grassi and Vecchio 
2010, Mabel and Fernandez 2009), support vector regression (Shamshirband 
et al. 2014, Treiber et al. 2016), adaptive Bayesian learning (Blonbou 2011)  
and least squares support vector machine (Yuan et al. 2015). Most of these 
studies have been devoted to benchmark how far in time wind power can be 
reliably predicted (Najeebullah et al. 2015, Wang et al. 2011), whereas 
specific case-studies that focus on spatial modelling and mapping of wind 
power potential across large study areas are limited.  
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Learning to model wind power potential from existing wind turbine 
data is a challenging task because of the diversity of wind turbines and 
because the power that each model generates heavily depends on the 
changeability of wind speed and direction over space and time. Furthermore, 
not all wind turbine types can be located in windy locations due to land 
restriction (e.g. natural and residential sensitivity). Because of the complexity 
of the problem, here we propose using ensemble ML algorithms. Ensemble 
regression methods use multiple basic model estimators, so called weak 
estimators, and combine their output predictions to obtain better predictive 
performance than the one that could be obtained from each basic estimator. 
Commonly, an ensemble regression consist of models taken from the same 
base algorithm, for instance support vector machine (Lo et al. 2015), neural 
network (Garcia-Pedrajas et al. 2005) and decision tree (Breiman and Cutler 
2008, Friedman 2001). As an emerging type of ML techniques, ensemble 
regressions have been applied in various domains related to the biomedical 
engineering, image recognition and weather forecasting (Rodriguez-Galiano 
et al. 2014). Moreover, ensemble regression is also receiving highlighted 
interest in geospatial problems because it easy to interpret by expert 
knowledge and does not require tuning many parameters (Heinermann and 
Kramer 2016). 

 Most wind power prediction studies rely on a subset of the possible 
predictor variables (independent variables) for this problem. For instance, 
Barbounis et al. (2006) and Ghorbani et al. (2013) only considered 
meteorological factors. Foresti et al. (2011) and Koo et al. (2015) included 
topographical features such as landuse, slope and aspect to provide external 
environmental information in the prediction model because these factors 
control the variability of wind speed and direction near the Earth’s surface. 
Thus, the inclusion of topographical features around wind turbines is valuable 
(Şahin 2004). To predict the wind power potential, wind power production 
from the existing wind turbines were used as the target variable for the 
training of the prediction models. Furthermore, wind power is also governed 
by the design features of the turbines such as the hub height and the size of 
the swept area (Frost and Aspliden 2009). However, and to the best of our 
knowledge, no studies have mapped wind power potential over large areas 
by integrating environmental (meteorological and topographical) variables 
and wind turbine design features with wind national-scale wind turbine 
production data. In this chapter, we develop such models by using ensemble 
regression approaches. A key characteristic of our models is that they predict 
wind power normalized by the swept area of the turbines. This allows 
integrating data from multiple wind turbines and predicting wind power for 
common wind turbine types. 

5.2 Ensemble regression  
In ML, ensemble regression refers to approaches based on multiple base 
learning algorithms (Wang and Srinivasan 2016). The main reasons for using 
ensemble regression are the improvement of the prediction performance and 
the reduction of computational complexity that can be helpful when modelling 
large datasets (Rokach 2010). Here we focus on Random Forest Regression 
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(RFR) and Gradient Boosting Regression (GBR), which use decision trees as 
base learning (or weak) estimators (Steinberg 2009). These methods offer 
new possibilities to model and map wind power because they reduce the 
variance of the predictions by combining results from many weak models. 
Additionally, ensemble approaches can cope with high-dimensional and 
heterogeneous data, while providing predictor importance (Shaikhina et al. 
2017). Besides this, ensemble approaches are known to have high predictive 
accuracy and more robust against over-fitting (Blagus and Lusa 2016, 
Chehreh Chelgani et al. 2016). The following sub-sections briefly explain the 
chosen ensemble regression methods. 

5.2.1 Random Forest Regression  

Random Forest regression (RFR) is a method that involves construction 
(growing) of multiple decision trees (ntree) through bootstrap aggregation 
(bagging) (Breiman 2001). The randomness of RFR comes from randomly 
choosing a group of input features to split on each node and bootstrapping a 
sample from the training set (Pierola et al. 2016). On the one hand, RFR 
increases the diversity of the trees by making them grow from different 
training data sample created by applying bagging technique. Bagging is a 
technique used for training data creation by resampling randomly the original 
data with replacement, which means with no deletion of the data selected 
from the input sample for generating the next subset with the same 
distribution. In this way, greater prediction stability is achieved and more 
robust when slight variation in input data (Breiman and Cutler 2008). On the 
other hand, when the RFR make a tree grow, it used a subset of features 
which has been randomly selected from the overall set of input features. 
Thus, it can reduces the correlation between the trees which decrease the 
generalization error (Breiman and Cutler 2008). In relation to bagging, the 
split nodes contain a predefined number of mtry. The mtry is the p number of 
features to be selected. The selection at each node is uniform, hence, each 
feature has the probability of 1/p to be selected. The number of mtry is the 
same for all trees and several ways to define the mtry such as square root of 
p, log2 of p or utilize all p number of features (Lahouar and Ben Hadj Slama 
2015). In RFR, trees are grown in parallel and prediction outputs are 
averaged across all trees. There are two main features characterize the RFR; 
the out-of-bag error (OOBE) and the measure of feature importance (FI) 
(Shataeea et al. 2011).  

For each regression tree construction, while choosing bootstrap 
samples some of the training set may be left out of the sample. A total of two 
third samples are utilized for training the regression tree, whereas one third 
constitutes as the out-of-bag samples which is a random subset of data that 
is not involve in the tree building process. The out-of-bag samples are used 
to test the prediction accuracy. The OOBE is an internal validation, which 
estimates the generalization error of the random forest. To obtain the total 
prediction error, an average of the prediction error estimated in each 
individual tree was constructed using their out-of-bag samples. Hence, the 
OOBE is very useful for determining how efficient the random forest 
prediction would be when it is exposed to unknown samples (Walton 2008). 
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On the other hand, the estimated feature importance from RFR can facilitate 
the feature selection when many features are available in the prediction 
models. The FI is computed by permuting a feature and averaging the 
different in OOBE before and after permutation across all trees. For further 
explanation of RFR feature importance can refer to Breiman and Cutler 
(2008) and Lahouar and Ben Hadj Slama (2015).  

5.2.2 Gradient Boosting Regression 

Gradient Boosting Regression (GBR) also combines decision trees (ntree) but, 
contrarily to RFR, these are iteratively added to the ensemble to reduce 
errors found in previous iterations (Hastie et al. 2009). In particular, new 
trees are trained with the residuals (pseudo-residuals) of the previous 
regression trees. The computation of these pseudo-residuals depends on the 
chosen loss function, which measures the amount of predicted values deviate 
from the true values. New trees are added until the GBR model minimizes the 
loss function. However, adding many trees may leads to poor predictions on 
unseen data (testing samples). This is because the model becomes too 
complex and minor fluctuations in data are exaggerated (Zhang and Haghani 
2015). Thus, GBR requires the optimization of the ntree parameter. Tree 
complexity also needs to be considered when training GBR models. Tree 
complexity is controlled by setting the so-called maximum depth, which 
indicates the maximum number of nested nodes that each tree can have. 
Complex problems usually require more complex (i.e. larger trees) than 
simple problems. Finally, a learning rate is used to control the weight of each 
regression tree in the ensemble that needs to be adjusted. This is commonly 
done in pair with the number of trees. Generally, a small learning rate 
coupled with a large ntree value leads to more accurate predictions (Persson 
et al. 2017). Once the GBR model is trained, predictions are obtained through 
summation of m number of ntree results. Further details of this regression 
method can be found in Friedman (2001).  

 

5.3  Material and methods 
5.3.1 Study area and Spatial data layers 
The study area comprises the whole of the Netherlands, a western European 
country that lies between latitudes 50° and 53°N, and longitudes 3° and 8 °E 
(Figure 1). For this study, we used three main datasets: 1) vector point data 
that depict the locations of wind turbines in the Netherlands. Besides, these 
points also contain detail information of the wind turbines such as model 
types, installation year, capacity power, rotor diameter, hub height, and 
average annual power production. These data were extracted from 
http://www.windstats.nl/. For this, a total of 1720 of onshore wind turbines 
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are located in The Netherlands; 2) gridded data of wind speed and direction 
that were freely obtained from the North Sea Wind Atlas produced by the 
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 
(https://data.knmi.nl/portal/KNMI-DataCentre.html#term=wind). This 
database, known as the KNW, is available for the period 1 January 1979 to 
31 December 2013, and it contains time series weather data at multiple 
altitudes. The KNW dataset was produced using the HARMONIE state-of-the-
art weather model, and has a spatial resolution of 2.5 km (Wijnant et al. 
2015). For this study, we extracted daily wind speed and direction at six 
different altitudes (40, 60, 80, 100, 150 and 200 m) that cover for 24 years. 
The altitudes were selected according to the range of wind turbine heights 
available in the Netherlands and the period was chosen based on the earliest 
wind turbine installation year (from 1st January 1990 till 31 December 2013); 
and 3) a recent landcover map of the Netherlands known as the LGN7. The 
LGN7, which is also a gridded data, has a spatial resolution of 25 m and 
thirty-nine land cover classes (Hazeu et al. 2014). Figure 5.1 shows the 
distribution of onshore wind turbines in the study area.  
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Figure 5.1: The boundary of the study area overlaid with the current 

onshore wind turbines 

 

5.3.2 Methods 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the proposed workflow to model and map the annual 
wind power prediction. This workflow consists of three main steps: (1) Data 
pre-processing, which involves selecting wind turbine (WT) samples and 
aggregating wind and landcover data; (2) Model generation, where we 
produced two sets of predictor variables using wind data at multiple heights 
(full profile) and at the height of the hub (selective height). These predictor 
variables were used to predict wind power using RFR and GBR methods; and 
(3) Validation and Visualization are the final step where we evaluated the 
predicted wind power and then, geographically mapped the annual wind 
power potential for different WT categories. The following sub-sections 
present the details of each of these steps. 
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Figure 5.2: The overall workflow for modelling and mapping wind power 

prediction 

 

5.3.2.1 Spatial Data Pre-processing 

Wind turbines data  
The vector points of WT were overlaid with the KNW grid to extract the 
annual wind power production and the design features of WT associated to 
the grid cells. Because wind farms are often built with the same type of WT, 
we only extracted the properties of one WT per grid cell. Like this, we avoid 
having redundant samples in the training and test sets that could lead to 
over-fitting the regression models. If there were more than one types of WT 
within a grid cell, the most common one was selected. Note that, the WT is 
characterized by the rotor swept area (SA), which measures the area of the 
circle created by the wind turbine blades in motion (�� � ���, where r is the 
radius of the rotor diameter) (Kishore et al. 2013). This WT characteristic is 
used to normalize the mean annual wind power production so the generated 
model is independent of WT types. The proposed wind power normalization 
(nP) is equal to:  
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� = 	 ��																																																																																																																																																									(1) 

 

where P is the mean annual wind power in kWh/yr and SA is the swept area 
in square meters.  

To be able to generate wind power maps for different WT types, the 
WT samples were categorized into small (<100 kW), medium (100 kW-1 MW) 
and large WT (1-10 MW) sizes based on their power capacity values (Tong 
2010). Then, we selected the most frequent WT type for each category and 
used their SA values to predict and map the mean annual wind power 
potential over the study area.   

   
Wind data and Landcover 
Two sets of predictor variables, namely Full profile and Selective height were 
created from the available environmental dataset that comprise of wind data 
and landcover. Using the daily KNW dataset, the monthly average of wind 
speed and direction were then constructed during the period 1990 – 2013. 
We aggregated the wind data to avoid the models from over-fitting due to 
large number of predictors and beyond the sample size. Besides, the monthly 
average of wind speed and direction can provide valuable information of 
seasonal variability of the wind behaviour throughout the years. The main 
difference between the Full profile and Selective height predictors is the 
number of heights used for the monthly average of wind variables. 
Previously, most wind power studies have shown that the weather dynamics 
may lead to various wind behaviour at different height causing the wind 
power prediction model is complex and inconsistence (Carslaw and Taylor 
2009, Liu et al. 2014). Specifically in this study, the Full profile predictor 
contains monthly average of wind speed and direction in 6 different heights. 
For the Selective height predictor, we only select the available height of 
monthly wind speed and direction that correspond to the closest hub height 
of WT samples (i.e. WT height of 78 m is close to wind speed and direction at 
80 m). 
 

Then, the LGN7 numbers of classes were thematically summarized to 
create a new gridded layer with four main categories comprise of natural 
area, built-up area, agriculture and wetland (water bodies). These categories 
are applicable to study the impact of landcover on wind energy production. 
Afterwards, the new LGN7 layer was spatially aggregated to match the 
spatial resolution of the KNW dataset (2.5 km). In this aggregation, we 
calculated the percentage of each landcover category in each of the 2.5 km 
grid cell.  

 
Finally, both monthly average of wind speed and direction from Full 

profile and Selective predictors were combined with the percentage of 
landcover categories that belong to the same grid cell that contains the WT 
samples. 
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5.3.2.2 Model Generation for Wind Power Prediction 

As explained in section 2, two ensemble regression methods (RFR and GBR) 
were used to build Full Profile and the Selective Height models formulated as 
follows: 
 

Full Profile model : �� =  (�����,	
���
��,!��������) 
 
where Speed and Directions refer to the monthly averages of wind speed and 
direction at six heights, Landcover refers to four categories of landcover and 	� represents the regression functions fitted by either RFR or GBR. By using 
these input predictors, this model may analyze the typical wind profile 
conditions in relation to the wind power production variations. Several studies 
found considering changeability of wind flows across multiple heights is 
essential due to wind performance are affected by wind in other heights 
(Wagner et al. 2009, Yusof and Zurita-Milla 2016).  
 

Selective Height model : �� =  (�����
 ,	
���
��
, !��������) 
 
where H is the selected height for monthly average of wind speed (Speed) 
and direction (Direction), Landcover represent the landcover categories and 	� is the regression functions (RFR and GBR). This model approach only 
considered wind speed and direction at specific heights where the heights 
were set by the WT samples. It has been found that prediction modelling at 
direct wind turbine height can replicate the behaviour of actual wind turbines 
(Staffell and Green 2014). 
 
 Figure 5.3 presents the detail analytical process of the Full profile 
model and Selective height model for predicting wind power in the study 
area. This figure shows the input data, which consist of target and predictor 

variables (normalized wind power and the predictor variables, respectively) 
were partitioned into training (70% of samples) and testing (30% samples) 
randomly. Each partition was normalized and fitted into the prediction 
models. The 10-fold cross-validation (CV) was applied to optimize the 
selected hyper-parameters which involved ntree, learning rate and maximum 

depth. The ntree parameter was tuned between [500, 1400] in steps of 100 
for RFR and GBR methods. Moreover, the GBR method also needs to optimize 
the learning rate and maximum depth hyper-parameters. The learning rate 
was tuned between [0.01, 0.2] is steps of 0.01 and the maximum depth 
between [1, 10] in steps of 1. For loss function in GBR method was set as 
least square that yield minimum loss with respect to the selected parameters 
(Natekin and Knoll 2013). These procedures were repeated for 10 number of 
iteration. Finally, the prediction accuracy for all prediction models were 
computed and compared for assessing the overall prediction performances.   
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Figure 5.3: Wind power prediction process using the proposed prediction 

models 

 
Once the models have been optimized by using the best hyper-

parameters values, both prediction model approaches were applied to the 
Netherlands grid cells (NL dataset in Figure 5.3) to predict the normalized 
wind power maps. The NL dataset is the whole grid layer for The Netherlands 
that contains the monthly average of wind speed and direction computed 
from 1990 to 2013 as well as the landcover categories. In order for the 
prediction models to predict, the number of predictor variables in NL dataset 
should have to be similar with predictors fitted during the training process 
(Table 5.1). After the prediction, these predicted values have to be de-
normalized in order to gain the wind power values in kWh/yr unit. In order to 
do so, the SA values that correspond to each of common WT (Table 5.2) 
were multiplied with the predicted normalize wind power, where three 
different scenarios (small, medium and large WT) of wind power distribution 
were produced. 
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5.3.2.3 Validation and Visualization of Wind Power 
Potential 

The predictive performance for the proposed wind power prediction models 
were validated using different quality measures, namely Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE), Normalize RMSE (NRMSE), Standard Deviation (STD) and 
Pearson correlation coefficient (r). The corresponding evaluations are 
described by the equations 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Foley et al. 2012, Santamaría-
Bonfil et al. 2016): 
 
 

���� = 	�1�	� 	��� − 	������

���

																																																																																																															(2) 

 

����� = 	 ����� 																																																																																																																																									(3) 

 

��� = 	�1�	� 	��� − 	����

���

																																																																																																																				(4) 

 

� = 	 �(∑�����) − (∑��)(∑���)
���∑��� − (∑��)���� ∑ ���� − (∑���)��																																																																																								(5) 

 
where �� and ��� are the ith observation and predicted wind power, 
respectively and � is the mean wind power computed from the testing 
samples. Therefore, a smaller RMSE, NRMSE and STD values indicate a 
smaller discrepancy between the observed and predicted wind power. 

 
The wind power maps were validated with the testing samples that 

correspond to the common WT sizes. As mentioned in Section 5.3.2.3, the 
testing samples were selected randomly, thus, we only used testing samples 
that were intersected in every models. Thus, the statistical validations were 
performed using the intersected testing samples for each wind power maps 
for evaluating the overall prediction performance.  
 

5.4  Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Wind turbine samples and Predictor variables  

A total of 834 (48.5% from the total WT dataset) wind turbine samples were 
finally selected in this study area. Table 5.1 shows the summary of the WT 
samples (target) and the predictor variables for Full Profile and Selective 
Height. A total of 148 predictor variables (speed and direction: 12 months at 
6 heights and landcover: four categories) were used in Full Profile, whereas 
the Selective height comprise of 28 predictor variables (speed and direction: 
12 months at a single height and landcover: four categories).  
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Table 5.1: Wind turbine samples (label) and predictor variables for wind 
power prediction 

 Value Full profile 

data 

Selective 

height data 

Wind Turbine 
Samples (target) 

Power 
production 
(kWh/yr) 

834 834 

Predictor 
variables 

Speed (m/s) 72 12 
Direction (°) 72 12 
Landcover (%) 4 4 

 

Among the WT samples, wind turbines with the power capacities comprise of 
80 kW, 850 kW and 3000 kW were selected as the most common WTs. 
Furthermore, we have computed the SA values for every common WTs (Table 
5.2). From the sum of all WT samples, a total of 115 (13.79%) are belong in 
small WT category, whereas for the medium and large WT consist of 160 
(19.18%) and 48 (5.76%), respectively. The remaining of 511 are the 
unselected WT samples.  
 

Table 5.2: The common WTs based on the power capacity as well as their 
categories and the swept area (SA) values computed from the wind turbine 
rotor diameter 

Power capacity 

(kW) 

WT Category Total Rotor 

Diameter (m) 

SA  

(m2) 

80 Small 115 18 254.45 
850 Medium 160 52 2123.72 
3000 Large 48 90 6361.73 

 
In general, the spatial distributions of WT samples in the Netherlands 

are highly dense in the north-west part of the Netherlands, whereas in south-
west part of the country the WTs are extensively scattered (Figure 5.4a). For 
small and medium categories (Figure 5.4b and 5.4c), the WTs are mostly 
located in the north-west parts which also close to the coastal area. 
Additionally, the distributions of large WTs (Figure 5.4d) are mostly located in 
the south-western part of The Netherlands and only a few WT samples are 
distributed in the northern region of the country.  
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Figure 5.4: Spatial points of common wind turbines; a) Selected wind 

turbine samples, b) Small WT, c) Medium WT and d) Large WT, (number in 

bracket is the total number of WT)  

From the random sampling (Section 5.3.2.2), the total number of 
common WT samples in the training and testing sub-samples that were used 
in the prediction models are depicted in Figure 5.5. The circular histogram 
plots show detail division of each common WT into training and testing sub-
samples (point based and pixel based). The point based is the individual 
vector of common WTs, whereas the pixel based is the number of grid cells 
that represent the common WT samples. Due to the random partitioning of 
the sub-samples (for 10 numbers of iteration), the Full Profile_GBR model 
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(Figure 5.5a) and Full Profile_RFR model (Figure 5.5b) have selected different 
sub-samples of training and testing (point based and pixel based). However, 
the Selective Height_GBR model (Figure 5.5c) and Selective Height_RFR 
model (Figure 5.5d) have used similar sub-samples of training and testing by 
chance. These selected random sub-samples (training and testing) for all 
models were based on the model with lowest training error, RMSE.  

 
  

 
 
 

Figure 5.5: The circular histogram plots that show the number of training 

and testing sub-samples (point based and pixel based samples) 

corresponding to small, medium and large wind turbines used in the 

prediction model; a) Full Profile_GBR model, b) Full Profile_RFR model, c) 

Selective Height_GBR model and d) Selective Height_RFR model.   
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5.4.2 Optimized Wind Power Prediction Model  

Figure 5.6 depicts the overall statistical evaluations over 10 iterations using 
the optimized prediction models. From these evaluations, prediction models 
using Full profile predictor shows better prediction errors compared to the 
results obtained by the Selective height predictor.  The study also 
demonstrates the GBR method using Full profile shows the best prediction 
results with the lowest errors (mean of RMSE (mean of RMSE (���	







�; 371.90 
kW/yr, mean of NRMSE (����	









); 0.15 and mean of STD (��





); 0.03).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.6: Statistical evaluations of predicted wind power consisting of 

���	







, ����	









 and ��





  for RFR and GBR methods using Full profile and 

Selective height predictors, respectively  

 
The best training model was selected to obtain the best model for each 
approach. Its optimal hyper-parameters values are illustrated in Table 5.3. 
The Full Profile_GBR model indicates the best wind power prediction that 
provides the smallest prediction error (RMSE; 336.12) and has further 
improved the prediction performance compared to Full Profile_RFR model 
(RMSE; 347.47). However, the resulted wind power prediction errors using 
Selective Height_GBR (365.47) and Selective Height_RFR (366.81) models 
have lower prediction accuracies than the Full Profile models and only show 
slight difference of prediction error. Hence, these evaluations (using testing 
set) indicate that the prediction models that considered the changeability of 
wind speed and direction in multiple heights (Full profile) could lead to a 
better prediction results rather than training the models using wind 
conditions at specific wind turbine hub height only. 
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Table 5.3:  Optimized hyper-parameters for the wind power prediction 
models 

 
Full profile data 

Selective height 

data 

Ensemble regression  GBR RFR GBR RFR 

Total training samples 

(70%) 
583  583 

Total testing samples 

(30%) 
251  251 

Selected parameter 

values: 
 

• ntree 500 1200 1200 500 

• learning_rate 0.1 - 0.01 - 

• maximum 

depth 
3 - 3 - 

Evaluation (smallest 

error) 
    

• RMSE 336.12 347.47 365.47 366.81 

 
 
 As stated in Section 5.2, the RFR and GBR methods are able to used 
like feature selection methods because they provide the feature importance 
(FI) value (score of each predictor in the regression models). Figure 5.7 
depicts the top ten important predictor variables (for visual clarity) for all 
prediction models.  From the obtained FI, only few predictors contribute 
noticeably, above 90%, to the prediction of wind power. For instance, the 
high influence features for Full Profile_GBR model (Figure 5.7a) are high 
altitude (200 m) of wind speed and direction and agriculture from the 
landcover. 
 

Besides, the Full Profile_RFR model (Figure 5.7b) is also strong 
influence by high altitude (D200_7), but the other variables show less effect 
on this model (percentage < 40%). For Selective Height_GBR model (Figure 
5.7c), the wind power prediction is influenced mostly by a single 
characteristic of wind component which is wind direction (D_6 and D_10) that 
score above 90%. Nevertheless, other variables show quite strong influence 
since the FI percentage is above 50%. Meanwhile, the Selective Height_RFR 
model (Figure 5.7d) shows the two wind components direction (D_8) and 
speed (F_8) have strong influenced in the wind power prediction, whereas 
the other variables show less influence by scoring lower than 50% including 
the landcover categories (not fall in the top 10 of FI).  
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Figure 5.7: The first top 10 of feature importance; a) Full Profile_GBR 

model, b) Full Profile_RFR model model, c) Selective Height_GBR model and 

d) Selective Height_RFR model 

 
5.4.3 Model validation and Spatial Visualization of 
Wind Power Prediction  

After the de-normalization, three wind power scenario maps were produced 
where each map represents wind power potential for different WT types for 
both prediction models. The following sub-sections provide the detail 
validations and the spatial visualization of the predicted wind power for three 
types of WT.    
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5.4.3.1 Wind Power Validation  

The errors of the predicted wind power were determined by measuring the 
differences between the predicted power and actual wind power (intersected 
test samples) that fall within the same grid cell. Table 5.4 indicates the 
validation results of the predicted wind power for three types of WT 
correspond to all models.   
 
Table 5.4: Predicted wind power validations for the proposed prediction 
models associate to three types of wind turbine 

WT 

type 
Type of model Method r RMSE NRMSE 

 
Small Full profile  

GBR 0.73 8.23 0.06 
RFR 0.61 10.70 0.08 

Selective height  
GBR 0.62 12.39 0.09 
RFR 0.59 11.60 0.08 

 
Medium  Full profile  

GBR 0.80 96.10 0.05 
RF 0.76 120.21 0.07 

Selective height  
GBR 0.73 358.71 0.21 
RF 0.66 340.21 0.20 

 
Large Full profile  

GBR 0.95 315.08 0.04 
RF 0.93 377.75 0.06 

Selective height  
GBR 0.94 357.46 0.05 
RF 0.92 431.87 0.06 

 
 

To assess the predicted outputs for small WT, 39 intersected test 
samples which represented in red points (Figure 5.8a and 5.8b) were used 
for the validation. In general, the obtained correlations are significant for all 
models, all results are greater than 0.5. From these results, one can see that 
using GBR and RFR methods with Full profile data as the predictor variable 
obtained less prediction errors of RMSE (8.23 and 10.70) and NRMSE (0.06 
and 0.08) compared to the Selective height data. Moreover, these model 
approaches also show high correlation coefficient (0.73 and 0.61) with the 
intersected test samples (measured wind power) as shown in Table 5.4. 
Comparing the results of Full Profile_GBR model and the Full Profile_RFR 
model, we see the Full Profile_GBR model approach achieves better 
performance for predicting wind power of small WT.  
 

For the predicted wind power of medium WT, 60 intersected test 
samples (Figure 5.8c and 5.8d) were used for the validation. In Table 5.4, 
the Full profile model approaches also indicate a better prediction error for 
predicting wind power. Specifically, the Full Profile_GBR model has the lowest 
prediction error of 96.10 (RMSE) and also indicates high correlation (0.8067). 
In the Selective height model cases, the results give larger prediction errors, 
hence, the Selective height data is inadequate for the models to learn and 
characterize the spatial pattern of wind power for medium WT category.    
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The validation for the predicted wind power of large WT, 15 points of 
intersected test samples (Figure 5.8e and 5.8f) were compared with the 
predicted values. The obtained results in Table 5.4 depict high correlation 
coefficient that are greater than 0.9 and looking at the NRMSE that show 
slightly different values indicate the prediction performances remain stable 
for different input predictors. However, the computed prediction errors show 
variation among the prediction models where the RMSE for Full Profile_GBR 
model is the lowest (315.08). From these evaluations, we found the Full 
profile model approaches once again have shown a good prediction 
performance which reduces the uncertainty in the prediction of annual wind 
power, whereas the Selective height model approaches always appear with 
higher prediction errors.     
 

5.4.3.2 Spatial Mapping of Wind Power Potential  

As we have seen before, the Full profile data provide models robuster than 
Selective data. Thus, this finding indicates that wind power generation is 
sensitive to the wind intermittency behaviour especially at different heights, 
which largely associate with weather factors. Due to increases interest in 
identifying the availability of wind power at specific place, the predicted wind 
power associate to three different categories of WT were geographically 
mapped (Figure 5.8). In order to do so, we have only considered the 
predicted wind power from Full profile model approaches. Since wind power 
potential can be vary widely in space, the produced maps could possibly 
locate where the wind power is active as well as the types of WT technology 
as plausible option for future development.  
 

The spatial distribution of predicted annual wind power for small size 
of WT (SA=254.47) generated by Full Profile models are shown in Figure 5.8a 
and 5.8b. The predicted wind power values are ranging from 125-220 
kWh/yr. Generally, higher values of predicted wind power (>210 kWh/yr) for 
Full Profile_GBR model (Figure 5.8a) are distributed in most part of the 
country especially near the costal areas, while for Full Profile_RFR model 
(Figure 5.8b) the southern part of the study areas show less wind power. 
This wind power condition is most probably in relation with the wind direction 
at high altitude (200 m) that shows the strongest influenced (100% FI score) 
among the others feature importance of this model (Figure 5.7b). Overall, 
this finding could reflect to some extent that most of the area in The 
Netherlands is suitable for small wind turbine category for harvesting wind 
energy.  
 

Figure 5.8c and 5.8d present the spatial distribution of predicted wind 
power for medium WT (SA=2123.76). In these figures, the predicted wind 
power values are mostly lower than 1500 kWh/yr that is widely distributed 
over the study area, whereas strong wind power (>2100 kWh/yr) are mostly 
concentrated in the northwest region. However, the intensity of the predicted 
wind power from Full Profile_RFR model is lower in the southern part of the 
country compared to Full Profile_GBR model. The findings illustrate that, the 
near-coastal land sites are likely to be main areas for placing medium WT. 
Thus, it makes economic sense to locate wind turbines at this area because 
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of less obstacles and experiencing higher wind speed than those inland. The 
wind power maps produced by large size of WT (SA=6361.73) are shown in 
Figure 5.8e and 5.8f. As can be seen in these figures, the predicted wind 
power are slightly lesser than 6000 kWh/yr, where these values are 
extensively distributed over the study area. However, high wind power 
productions (> 7200 kWh/yr) are likely to concentrate in the centre of study 
area.  
 

 

 
 
Figure 5.8: Spatial mapping of predicted wind power for a) small WT 

generated from Full Profile_GBR model, b) small WT generated from Full 

Profile_RFR model, c) medium WT generated from Full Profile_GBR model, d) 

medium WT generated from Full Profile_RFR model, e) large WT generated 

from Full Profile_GBR model and f) large WT generated from Full Profile_RFR 

model 

 
 

In summary, due to the de-normalization factors (SA) the generated 
maps for the common WTs (all models) have indicated diverse power 
distribution over the study area. Nevertheless, we may observe the high wind 
power values are often predicted in the northwest region where it revealed 
strong wind behaviour near the shores and coastline areas. Furthermore, the 
model validation results indicate that the proposed wind power prediction of 
Full Profile_GBR model outperforms the other three models in terms of 
correlation coefficient (r), RMSE and NRMSE. These results demonstrate the 
ability of this prediction model to generate onshore wind power maps by 
considering to specific type of wind turbine technologies. Hence, this model 
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also can facilitate the decision-making process for placing the wind turbines 
at suitable locations as determine by the prediction maps.  
 

5.5 Conclusions  

Wind energy production is tightly linked to wind dynamics and to the 
technology of the wind turbines (WT). Because of this, modelling and 
mapping wind energy production over large areas remain challenging. In this 
chapter, we studied mapped annual wind power potential for the Netherlands 
using two data-driven model approaches, namely a Full Profile model and a 
Selective Height model, where we integrated data from multiple WT types. 
These modelling approaches were implemented using Random Forest and 
Gradient Boosting regression methods. Both regression methods were trained 
using 24 years (1990-2013) of gridded (2.5km) monthly wind speed and 
direction data, a landcover map, and a database of WT characteristics and 
yearly power production.  

The Full Profile models indicate that wind power is sensitive to the 
variability of wind behaviour at multiple heights. The Selective Height models 
were unable to capture this variability and led to the same spatial wind power 
production patterns for different WT sizes. This explains why the Full Profile 
models yielded better accuracy than the Selective Height ones. With respect 
to the ensemble methods, Gradient boosting regression (GBR) yielded the 
most accurate results. The feature importance of the Full Profile_GBR model 
shows that wind power is mostly influenced by the wind speed and direction 
at 40, 60 and 200 m especially in the months of January, March, July, 
November and December. Furthermore, we noted that existing WTs are 
mostly located in agricultural areas, and this explains the relatively high 
importance of the percentage of agricultural lands when modelling wind 
energy potential.   

This chapter demonstrates that it is possible to model and map 
annual wind power potential using state-of-the-art ensemble regression 
methods. These models and maps facilitate the understanding of energy 
production in space and, hence, help to identify the most optimal locations to 
place wind farms. Moreover, the proposed data-driven modelling approach is 
conceptually simple (it only requires wind, land cover and WT data) and 
provides insights on the main environmental factors that drive energy 
production for a given area. 
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6.1 Introduction  

Understanding wind dynamics is not only a requirement to realize the 
potential of wind energy production, but it also provides actionable 
information to various other domains (Nicholson 2013, Huang et al. 2009). 
This PhD thesis has studied the combined use of sequential pattern mining 
and of various (geo)visualization techniques to explore recurrent wind 
patterns in space and time. Understanding and mapping these patterns can 
support further analytical and/or decision-making activities. Furthermore, 
recognizing the importance of having sustainable energy systems, this thesis 
also investigated the use of advanced machine learning techniques to create 
data-driven models that can be used to map the spatial patterns of wind 
power potential.  
 

Although various studies exist on the topics of visual data mining and 
wind power modelling, the exploration of wind patterns and wind power 
prediction remain challenging. In particular, this PhD thesis addresses the 
following challenges: (1) to discover frequent spatio-temporal patterns in 
wind speed and direction data, and to represent these patterns using 
appropriate (geo)visualization techniques, (2) to discover frequent wind 
patterns while acknowledging the continuous temporal nature of the data, 
and to support their interactive visualization in space and time, (3) to 
discover frequent wind patterns across multiple heights and to investigate 
their potential for harnessing wind energy, and (4) to develop a data-driven 
wind power prediction model that is capable to map the spatial patterns of 
wind power production for different types of wind turbines. These four 
challenges are the subject matter of the core chapters (2, 3, 4 and 5) of this 
thesis.  

 
This final chapter starts by reflecting upon the connection among the 

core chapters (by summarizing and discussing their inter-relationships). 
Then, it answers the research questions listed in chapter 1 and after that, it 
synthesizes the main contributions of this PhD thesis. Finally, various 
research avenues for future work are outlined.  
 

6.2 Getting the Big Picture 

 Applying frequent pattern mining to explore and visualize spatio-temporal 

wind patterns  

The complexity of understanding wind dynamics has directed the 
need to have a comprehensive frequent pattern mining approach that 
considers the space-time varying behaviour of wind speed and direction data. 
Previous studies like Erdem and Shi (2011) have explored wind speed and 
direction patterns independently along the temporal dimension. However, in 
Chapter 2 we developed an approach that is able to mine wind speed and 
direction data simultaneously, while considering the spatial and temporal 
dimensions of the data. Our approach is based on combining sequential 
pattern mining (SPM) and various (geo)visualization techniques to create a 
solution that allows a proper visual exploration of the mined wind patterns.  
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 Using data from Dutch meteorological stations, Chapter 2 explored 
wind sequential patterns at an hourly resolution. The extracted wind 
sequential patterns highlight reoccurring wind speeds and directions for all 
the available stations. These wind patterns are representative of the temporal 
characteristics of daily wind data. Nonetheless, we found that more complete 
patterns can be obtained if the temporal dimension is not discretized. This 
motivated the use of a continuous mining process in Chapter 3.  
  
Applying a continuous temporal pattern mining approach to fully mine spatio-

temporal wind patterns and further exploration with interactive visualization  
 In chapter 3, full exploration of continuous wind patterns were 
determined by integrating SPM with a time sliding window (SW). Using this 
mining approach, this study extracted wind patterns that the previous 
approach was unable to unveil (Chapter 2). Furthermore, the interactive 
character of the (geo)visualizations leads to discovery of wind behaviour in 
space and time. Our (geo)visualizations help the exploration of wind patterns 
at multiple levels of details, and the use of multiple views minimizes the time 
needed to understand wind behaviour as each view provides a different 
perspective of the wind behaviour. It is worth noting from the outcome of 
Chapter 2 and 3 that the developed mining approaches help to discriminate 
wind characteristics from the variability of wind behaviour in space (location) 
and in discrete/continuous time. Nevertheless, understanding temporal 
patterns of wind speed and direction across multiple heights is essential for 
accurate estimating wind power potential for a given location. This wind 
behaviour explains the typical wind profile and thus, motivated the used of 
multi-dimensional frequent pattern mining approach in Chapter 4.     
 
Applying a multi-dimensional SPM method to mine spatio-temporal patterns 

across various heights of wind data and explore their potential for wind 

energy harvesting 
To date, wind profile patterns are only discovered at a particular 

location. For instance, Gualtieri (2015b) studied the variability of wind profile 
patterns from a meteorological tower station at Cabauw (Netherlands). 
However, in chapter 4 the wind profile patterns were discovered for the entire 
study area using a new multi-dimensional sequential pattern mining (MDSPM) 
approach. Using gridded wind data (ECMWF) that covers the time period 
1990-2013, the extracted wind profile patterns have revealed information of 
frequent wind speed and direction behaviour at multiple levels of height. 
Moreover, the extracted patterns were analyzed using wind shear coefficient 
and turbulence intensity to unveil their potential for harnessing wind power. 
Three variants of (geo)visualizations were used to represent and map the 
geographical distribution of wind profile patterns with the existing wind 
turbines in the study area. The study reported in Chapter 4 provides 
elementary understanding of typical wind conditions especially at a specific 
hub-height of wind turbines. Motivated by the consideration of wind 
variability with regard to their heights in this study, chapter 5 has considered 
the three dimensional of wind properties (space, time and height) while 
developing robust wind power prediction models. 
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Developing generic data-driven models of wind power prediction for various 

wind turbine types using state-of-the-art machine learning approaches  
 For predicting and mapping of annual wind power potential in Chapter 
5, two models approaches were developed. For this purpose, two sets of 
predictor variables (Full profile and Selective height) were used. These 
predictor variables consist of monthly wind data and land cover classes. The 
main difference between these two sets of predictors is the heights used to 
represent the wind data. The wind power models were built using ensemble 
regression methods (Random Forest Regression and Gradient Boosting 
regression) because of their ability to cope with high-dimensional and 
heterogeneous dataset. It is important to point out that our modelling 
approaches predict normalized wind power potential so that we can integrate 
data from multiple wind turbine types. In this way, the modelling approaches 
are generic where the models potentially can predict and map wind power 
over the study area based on recommended types of wind turbine. 
 
 

6.3 Answers to Research Questions  

RQ1: How to efficiently mine and visualize frequent spatio-temporal wind 

patterns to achieve an improved understanding of wind behaviour? 

In chapter 2, the sequential pattern mining algorithm, LCMSeq, was used to 
extract frequent patterns from wind speed and direction data simultaneously. 
In particular, 10 years of hourly wind data were used to mine wind patterns 
in the Netherlands. Prior to wind pattern mining, the wind speed and 
direction were discretized and the time series were split into daily sequences 
of 24 items.  These sequences, with wind attributes for each day, were stored 
in a sequence database (SD). The LCMSeq algorithm was subsequently 
applied on this SD. To facilitate the understanding of the mined patterns, 
originally extracted as plain text, two different visualizations were developed: 
1) TileVis, which was used to provide an overview of the wind sequential 
patterns found in all weather stations and for the entire period of study and, 
2) a 3D wind rose, which was used for representing different types of wind 
sequential pattern. These visualizations are also used to perform a detailed 
exploration of wind patterns by using a set of visual tasks that focus on 
location, time and attribute (speed, direction and type of patterns).  
 

Using the above described approach, we discovered five main wind 
sequential patterns in the Netherlands. Furthermore, our approach is flexible 
that allows users to fine-tune the mining process such as users can decide 
upon different ways to discretize wind speed and direction as well as to 
identify larger number of wind patterns for detail extractions of wind 
behaviour. Besides, more exploration tasks are possible if users need to 
refine the wind patterns exploration further.  
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RQ2: How to explicitly consider the continuous temporal nature of wind when 

mining frequent patterns, and how to use interactive (geo)visualization 

techniques to explore them? 

Chapter 3, which builds on Chapter 2, presents a mining approach that 
combines LCMSeq with a time sliding window (SW) to efficiently mine all the 
wind sequential patterns present in the data, even if these patterns span 
over multiple temporal units (i.e. days). The wind speed and direction were 
first discretized and then the SW was used to generate continuous wind 
sequences before they were stored in a SD.  A 48 hour SW allows the 
extraction of patterns that occur in-between two days and, to ensure mining 
all the patterns, a 24h overlap was used when running the SW over the wind 
data. In this way, we created a set of wind data sequences without having to 
split the data into arbitrary temporal units. 
 

To support the exploration of the mined patterns, the TileVis, 3D 
wind rose and 2D geographical map were integrated into a single interactive 
interface using the concept of coordinated multiple views, which supports a 
direct link between these three views. Moreover, the 3D wind rose was 
implemented in the Space-Time Cube (STC) to have a better view of the wind 
patterns. This interactive environment helps the user to explore the wind 
patterns at multiple levels of details (Focus + Context). In addition, the use of 
multiple views minimizes the time needed to understand wind behaviour 
because each view provides a different perspective. A detailed visual 
reasoning is useful to reveal insights from the mined wind patterns. The use 
of interactive elements and the coordination of multiple views provide such a 
detailed visual reasoning, and hence the discovery of wind characteristics. 
For instance, visual tasks that focus on trends of wind patterns (attribute), 
TileVis is used to select the specific patterns that we want to visualize. In 
relation to this, the STC directly reveals the occurrence of certain wind 
sequential patterns over time (Z axis) and the 2D map highlights the 
locations of the stations where the selected patterns occur. In our case study, 
the use of continuous time led to the discovery of three times more patterns 
than we could mine in Chapter 2. This demonstrates that it is better not to 
use discrete-time units when mining time series. Moreover, our mining 
approach remains generic, and users can empirically fine-tune the LCMSeq 
and SW parameters to mine different sequential wind patterns according to 
their target application.  
 
RQ3: How to mine frequent wind patterns by considering its dynamics across 

space, time and height, and how to assess the potential of these patterns for 

harnessing wind power? 

Chapter 4 presents a multi-dimensional sequential pattern mining approach 
that allows the exploration of wind profile patterns across its spatial (location 
and height) and temporal dimensions. The approach is illustrated using 24 
years of gridded wind data from the European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts. This gridded (0.125° x 0.125°) wind data is available 
every 6 hours and at six heights. Like in previous chapters, the wind speed 
and direction were first discretized and then stored in separate sequence 
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databases. Besides the discretized wind speed and direction values at 6 
heights levels, each SD contains the location (latitude, longitude) and the 
temporal information. Frequent patterns in wind speed and direction were 
then mined using LCMSeq algorithm. To mine full wind profiles, the sequence 
length constraint was set equal to the number of heights. The mined wind 
speed and direction patterns were then intersected based on their geographic 
locations and time of occurrences to form a set of candidate multi-
dimensional sequential patterns. These candidate patterns were subsequently 
filtered to obtain the final wind profile patterns. This filtering was constructed 
by excluding any candidate patterns with frequency lower than the minimum 
support threshold value.  
 

Three (geo)visualizations were used to explore the final wind profile 
patterns: a 3D wind rose was used for displaying changes in height, a circular 
histogram to display the seasonality of the patterns, and a geographical map 
to display the spatial distribution of the patterns as well as their relative 
occurrences over time. Finally, the energy potential of the final wind profile 
patterns was evaluated using two well-known wind characteristics: 1) the 
wind shear coefficient (WSC), which measures changes in wind speed over a 
short vertical distance, and 2) turbulence intensity (TI), which measures 
irregular wind flows created because of uneven terrain surface or man-made 
obstacles. The analysis of hourly and monthly WSC and TI values was used to 
identify the influence of diurnal and seasonal changes in wind data. These 
WSC and TI values were also classified according to their stability and speed 
levels using the classification scheme proposed by Wharton and Lundquist 
(2012b). This analysis allowed us to identify and map the best height to 
harvest wind power at each location. Results show that wind speed and 
direction at 128 m are sufficiently strong and stable to generate wind power 
in the Netherlands. This is confirmed by the large overlap (~69%) of this 
wind pattern with the locations of actual wind turbines.   

 
RQ4: How to model and map annual wind power potential using wind power 

data from existing wind turbines and state-of-the-art machine learning 

approaches? 

Chapter 5 presents two data-driven modelling approaches to map annual 
wind power potential in the Netherlands. The first approach, known as the 
Full Profile model, uses monthly wind speed and direction data for six 
heights. The second approach, the Selective Height model, uses the same 
predictor variables but only at the height of the wind turbines. In both cases, 
wind data was extracted from the North Sea Wind Atlas (KNW), which 
provides gridded data at 2.5 km. Besides wind data, land cover information 
was also used to build the models. More precisely, the percentages of build-
up, wetland, agricultural and natural areas in each KNW grid cell were used 
as predictors. 
 

A key feature of our models is that they predict normalized wind 
power. This is, wind power divided by the swept area (SA) of the wind 
turbine, where the SA is the area of the blades in motion. This normalization 
allows our models to be trained using power data from multiple WT types and 
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enables them to predict the spatial distribution of wind power for multiple WT 
types. 

 
From an analytical point of view, our models were implemented using 

two ensemble regressions methods, namely Gradient Boosting Regression 
(GBR) and Random Forest Regression (RFR). These two methods were used 
to produce maps of annual wind energy potential for three WT types: small, 
medium and large. Validation results showed that the GBR Full Profile model 
outperforms the rest of the models, and that this model predicts annual wind 
power with a mean normalized root mean square error of 0.15 (15% of 
average annual wind power in the Netherlands). Moreover, the feature 
importance of this model explained that the predictions are mostly influenced 
by the agricultural-based feature and wind flows at 40, 60 and 200 m heights 
especially in the months of January, March, July, November and December.  

 

6.4 Main Contributions 

Considering the challenges listed in section 6.1, the main 
contributions of this PhD thesis are:  

The development of a sequential data mining approach that can be 
used to explore the dynamics of wind speed and direction in space and time. 
Previous studies focused on exploring these wind attributes independently 
and without explicitly considering the connection between them. The mining 
approach presented in Chapter 2 is used to simultaneously explore daily wind 
speed and direction sequential patterns. The resulted wind patterns were 
then explored using various (geo)visualizations (TileVis and 3D wind rose) to 
reveal the information at two time granularities (date and hour) and their 
occurrences in space (stations). 

 
The implementation of interactive discovery of wind patterns with an 

improved data mining approach by integrating sequential pattern mining with 
a sliding window so that all the patterns present in the wind data could be 
efficiently extracted. It was shown that the use of a sliding window is 
essential when mining patterns from continuous-time series of wind data. 
Interactive (geo)visualizations (3D wind rose in Space-Time Cube, TileVis and 
2D map) were designed using the concept of ‘Context+Focus’. This 
interactive discovery allows a better exploration of space-time varying wind 
behaviour at multiple level of detail.   

 
The creation of a multi-dimensional sequential pattern mining 

approach that allows the identification of frequent wind profile patterns by 
considering location, height and time. The mined wind patterns were 
visualized in 3D and their potential to harvest wind energy was analyzed by 
assessing their wind shear coefficient and turbulence intensity. This analysis 
can identify optimal locations and heights for harvesting wind energy without 
having to analyse the entire study areas.  

 
 The final contribution of this thesis is the development of modelling 
approaches to predict and map annual wind power potential at large scale. 
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We tested the use of two data-driven methods (random forest and gradient 
boosting regression) and normalized the target variable (annual power 
production) with WT design feature (swept area) so that we could train the 
models using data from various types of wind turbines. This wind power 
modelling approach can assist wind energy planners to identify optimal 
locations to place wind farms as well as the best type of WT technology as 
plausible option for the future wind farms. 
 

6.5 Future Research Avenues 

In line with the performed work, several future research avenues are 
recommended in the following sub-sections. 

 

6.5.1 Spatio-temporal data exploration framework  

The increasing interest in interactive knowledge discovery has led to the 
development of visual data exploration approaches where outputs (e.g. wind 
patterns) are not only visualized but also interactively explored. To 
understand the spatial and temporal distribution of frequent wind patterns, 
multiple linked visualizations were used in chapter 3. Although this 
interactive discovery can facilitate the exploration of data by involving human 
analytical skills, several issues remain open with respect to the effective use 
of data exploration approaches for understanding complex spatio-temporal 
patterns in wind data. 
 

First, mining long sequences (e.g. weekly wind patterns) remains 
challenging. This computational issue is also found in bioinformatics studies, 
where colossal (i.e. very long sequences) patterns are obtained when trying 
to analyse large biological databases such as chromosome sequences with 
millions of letters. One possibility to overcome this issue is to use the 
frequent pattern mining approach proposed by Han et al. (2007). This mining 
approach can extract patterns from sequential databases that store a set of 
transactions in vertical data format. DM algorithm such as COBBLER (Pan et 
al. 2004) can be used to mine from this sequence database.  

 
Second, multiple linked views give users the possibility to experience 

real-time wind pattern exploration. However, the focus of most environments 
with multiple views is pure visualization and little attention is paid to the 
analytical functionality required to gain new insights from the patterns being 
visualized. Hence, future studies should focus on analytical tasks such as 
wind patterns composition over time. The key property of these patterns 
events is that they can start, stop and restart anywhere within a time series. 
These events can provide useful information pertaining to seasonal or 
temporal associations between events. Analysing pattern occurrences is a 
non-trivial task because each reoccurring pattern is associated with its 
durations of periodic appearances in a time series which can be vary within 
and across patterns. In relation to wind application, wind experts may be 
interested in finding seasonal wind trends in a geographical location such 
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high wind speed that exhibit periodic behaviour throughout a time series that 
is important for managing wind farm.  
 

Thirdly, even though LCMSeq can analyse the wind dataset almost 
instantaneously by allowing users to experiment with the values of the input 
parameters and to visually inspect the resulting wind sequential patterns in 
“real time” through interactive visualization, however, this visual mining is 
still in initial development. It only provides rudimentary interactive visuals for 
space-time exploration of wind patterns and not yet to be fully tested by the 
users/wind experts. In this regard, future research might be geared towards 
testing by wind domain experts for validation of the mined patterns in order 
to verify and claim the usefulness. 
 

6.5.2 Optimization of data mining parameters 

The LCMSEq algorithm used in this work allows mining a wide array of 
patterns by adjusting its ‘free parameters’ according to the type of data being 
analysed and/or the type of pattern that is mined. In this PhD thesis, the 
values of these free parameters have been empirically set. For instance, the 
number of minimum support and the sequence length set in Chapter 2 and 3. 
Even though, the chosen values yielded reasonable results, optimizing these 
parameter values is needed by considering the specific dataset and the target 
application at hand. A mechanism to automatically generate the minimum 
support according to the users’ requirement is essential. Thus, future work 
should consider this approach in frequent sequential pattern mining algorithm 
for the selection of optimum minimum support. This optimization will not only 
reduce the (computational) time required to mine patterns but it should 
facilitate that end users discover frequent patterns that suit their 
applications.  
 

6.5.3 Other spatio-temporal applications   

The sequential pattern mining approaches developed in this thesis can also 
be used for other spatio-temporal applications. For instance, to mine frequent 
trajectories (Masciari et al., 2013). Mining frequent trajectories is crucial in 
many application scenarios such as vehicle traffic management, tourist 
region-of-interest movement and animal migration trails. Trajectories can be 
classified according to their spatial coordinates and time component which 
contain sequential values of one or more observed attributes of moving 
objects such as the velocity and direction of movements (Shaw and Gopalan, 
2014). Given a large set of trajectories, it can be observed as an abstracted 
network where the moving objects usually changing locations and at non-
uniform temporal intervals (Andrienko et al., 2015). Previously, Kisilevich et 
al. (2010) and Zheng et al. (2009) focused on finding trajectory patterns 
using sequential pattern mining. However, in these works movement is 
simply described as a sequence of spatial locations. In other words, current 
mining approaches only consider the spatial dimension and neglect the 
temporal and attribute dimension of the data (i.e. frequent sequence of 
visited areas with travel time and type of visitation). The multi-dimensional 
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sequential pattern mining (MDSPM) approach developed here could, for 
instance, be applied to trajectory data to explore the space-time varying 
behaviour in relation to their attributes. Thus, future work could be directed 
to adapt MDSPM to mine the trajectory patterns. Similarly, patterns in other 
applications can be explored by adapting the pattern mining developed in this 
thesis. The data-driven modelling approach developed in this thesis could 
also be applied to map other sources of renewable energy such as solar 
energy concentration. A robust prediction model for mapping solar energy 
potential could benefit from ensemble regression techniques such as Gradient 
Boosting Regression. The use of multiple weak learners combined with the 
boosting algorithm could lead to more accurate and generalizable models. 
Moreover, the computed feature importance in this regression algorithm may 
provide quick understanding of the main factors that drive solar energy 
production for a given area. Hence, this model may facilitates the solar 
energy practitioners to plan new development of solar power plants by 
accurately map the solar power potential generated by specific types of solar 
panel.    
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Summary 
Wind is a dynamic geographic phenomenon highly variable over space and 
time. Wind data is becoming more and more available, typically as time 
series of wind speed and direction measured at fixed locations and at one or 
more heights. Despite this increasing availability, designing and applying 
effective information extraction methods to wind data remains challenging. 
Modern data mining approaches are promising because they identify wind 
patterns. Studying and mapping these patterns hold great potential for 
decision-makers in many application domains such as finding appropriate 
locations for wind farms. This PhD research focuses on the analysis of wind 
data to obtain a better understanding of wind behaviour and of its potential 
to generate power.   

Despite previous wind data mining and wind power modelling studies, 
several challenges persist in the exploration of this complex spatio-temporal 
data. For instance, (1) mining and exploring of spatio-temporal patterns for 
wind speed and direction simultaneously; (2) mining wind patterns without 
discretizing time; (3) exploring wind speed and direction patterns across 
multiple heights; and (4) developing data-driven models to predict wind 
power potential at a national scale. This PhD thesis addresses these four 
challenges. 

First, we developed a data mining-based approach to explore spatio-
temporal wind patterns. Sequential pattern mining (SPM) was used to mine 
recurrent wind speed and direction patterns at the same time. These patterns 
characterize wind behaviour over large areas and long periods of time. Yet, 
the sole application of SPM leads to information that is hard to understand 
and interpret. To overcome this, we used various geovisualization techniques. 
In a case study, we coupled LCMSeq, a specific SPM algorithm, with TileVis 
and a 3D wind rose. Using 10 years of Dutch hourly wind data, this visual 
mining approach was used to discover daily wind patterns at weather 
stations. The resulting patterns can be grouped into five unique wind 
sequential patterns that describe the space-time varying behaviour of wind 
dynamics at a daily time scale. In particular, Dutch wind behaviour is mostly 
characterized by wind that blows from the south-southwest with speeds 
ranging from 5 to 8 m/s. Our approach demonstrates that the combination of 
an algorithmic and of a visual strategy can be used to explore and mine 
frequent wind patterns in an interactive fashion.   

Then, to be able to perform a more exhaustive exploration of wind 
patterns, we introduced the use of a time sliding window (SW). The SW is a 
temporal kernel that allows the analysis of wind patterns from continuous 
time series instead of having to split the data according to arbitrary temporal 
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units (i.e. daily). This SW-based data mining approach showed that the Dutch 
weather station data contained three times more patterns than found in the 
previous study. The results showed that Dutch wind behaviour is 
characterized by two prevailing wind directions. One that blows from the 
south-southwest (as found in the previous study) and another one that blows 
from the northeast-east. These findings confirm that there is a risk of missing 
patterns if one neglects the effect of discretizing time when mining temporal 
data. Hence, using continuous time approaches is more efficient, and 
eliminates the need to discretize the data into arbitrary temporal units. 
Furthermore, this time we used multiple linked views where we combined the 
use of TileVis, a 3D wind rose in the space-time cube and a 2D map to 
interactively visualize and explore the mined patterns. This interactivity offers 
an improved visual representation of the results and enables users to explore 
the underlying multi-dimensional wind patterns in space and time. Moreover, 
we used the concept of ‘Focus + Context’ to control the levels of details in 
each of the views so that we could prevent visual cluttering while still 
providing an overview of the wind patterns. 

After that, we developed a data mining approach to enhance the 
exploration of complex wind behaviour. In particular, this time we considered 
the dynamics of wind over space and time, where space includes height as 
third dimension. Like this, the mined patterns become wind profile patterns. 
The standard SPM approach was modified to mine patterns from a set of 
multi-dimensional sequences consisting of wind attributes (speed/direction) 
along with their locations, time of measurement and heights. This created a 
multi-dimensional sequential pattern mining (MDSPM) approach to map 
frequent wind profile patterns. This approach was applied to 24-year of 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts European Reanalysis-Interim gridded data 
(1990-2013 at 0.125° resolution for 6 different heights) for the Netherlands. 
The mined wind profile patterns were visualized using a 3D wind rose, a 
circular histogram and a 2D map. These three visualizations support a holistic 
understanding of wind behaviour in the study area. Results identified four 
frequent wind profile patterns, that were further analysed to determine their 
wind shear coefficients and turbulence intensities as well as their spatial 
overlap with current areas with wind turbines. The results found that one of 
the wind profile patterns is highly suitable to harvest wind energy at a height 
of 128 m and approximately 69% of the geographical area covered by this 
pattern already contains wind turbines. These results show that the proposed 
mining approach enables an enhanced exploration of wind behaviour.  

Finally, we proposed a novel data-driven modelling approach to map 
annual wind power potential. Our approach is based on state-of-the-art 
machine learning methods, which were used to create two models, namely a 
Full Profile model and a Selective Height model. The proposed models were 
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designed by integrating environmental variables (24 years of wind speed and 
direction at 2.5 km resolution and landcover information at 25 m resolution) 
and wind turbine design features (swept area) with wind national-scale wind 
turbine production data. The Full Profile model considers the variability of 
wind speed and direction across multiple heights (6 heights), whereas the 
Selective Height focuses on the wind speed and direction at the height of the 
wind turbines. A key characteristic of these models is that they predict wind 
power normalized by the swept area and this allows the models to be trained 
by combining data from multiple wind turbine types. This characteristic also 
enables the models to predict and map wind power potential for small, 
medium and large wind turbines. Regarding machine learning, we tested two 
ensemble regression methods: Gradient Boosting Regression (GBR) and 
Random Forest Regression (RFR). Both methods provide the importance of 
the environmental variables used to model wind power. Results showed that 
the Full Profile with GBR model is the best one with a normalized RMSE of 
0.15. This model also shows a strong correlation between the measured 
power and the predicted wind power for all WT categories. The variables 
deemed important by the Full Profile_GBR model show that wind power is 
mostly influenced by the wind speed and direction at 40, 60 and 200 m 
especially in the months of January, March, July, November and December. 
Furthermore, we noted that existing wind turbines are mostly located in 
agricultural areas. This explains the relatively high importance of the 
agricultural-based feature when predicting wind power potential. Besides this, 
the selection of the full profile model reveals that wind power is sensitive to 
the changeability of wind behaviour at multiple heights. 

In a nutshell, this thesis presents the combination of data mining and 
geovisualization for the exploration of multi-dimensional wind patterns so 
that we can get a better understanding of wind behaviour at a large scale. 
Depending on the patterns to be mined, our data mining approaches can be 
characterised as 2D (location and time) or 3D (location, time and height). 
The use of geovisualization enables a deeper exploration of complex wind 
patterns and by making them interactive we can improve the data mining 
approaches. This thesis has also demonstrated the potential of data-driven 
approaches for developing robust wind power prediction models. We hope 
that these findings contribute to a better understanding of wind (power) 
patterns and support future wind farm development. Since our approaches 
remain generic, we also hope that our findings will support the extraction of 
useful information from other dynamic spatio-temporal datasets.    
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Samenvatting 
Wind is een dynamisch fenomeen met een grote ruimtelijke en 
temporele variabiliteit. Winddata komt steeds meer beschikbaar, vaak 
als tijdseries van windsnelheid en windrichting die gemeten zijn op 
vaste locaties op een of meer hoogten. Ondanks de toename van 
windgegevens, blijft het ontwerpen en het toepassen van effectieve 
windinformatie-extractiemethoden voor deze data uitdagend. 
Moderne data mining benaderingen zijn veelbelovend want ze kunnen 
windpatronen herkennen. De studie en het in kaart brengen van deze 
patronen is nuttig voor veel toepassingen zoals voor het bepalen van 
geschikte locaties voor windparken. Dit promotieonderzoek is gericht 
op de exploratie van winddata om windgedrag en 
windenergiepotentieel op grote schaal beter te begrijpen.  
 

Ondanks eerdere winddata data mining en windenergie 
modelleringstudies, zijn er nog veel uitdagingen voor de exploratie 
van complexe ruimtelijke-temporele windgegevens. Dit betreft onder 
andere: (1) de mining en exploratie van ruimtelijke-temporele 
patronen van windsnelheid en windrichting samen;(2) de mining van 
windpatronen zonder discretisering van tijd; (3) het onderzoeken van 
windpatronen op meerdere hoogten; en (4) het ontwikkelen van 
data-driven windenergiepotentieel modellen die werken op nationale 
schaal. Dit proefschrift behandelt deze vier uitdagingen. 
 

Ten eerste ontwikkelden we een data mining benadering om 
ruimtelijke en temporele windpatronen te kunnen herkennen en 
verkennen. Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) werd gebruikt om de 
windsnelheid en windrichting patronen tegelijkertijd te verkennen. 
Deze windpatronen kunnen het windgedrag over lange perioden en 
op grote schaal karakteriseren. Echter, de uitkomsten van SPM leiden 
tot informatie die lastig te begrijpen en te interpreteren is. Om dit 
probleem te overwinnen hebben we diverse geovisualisatie 
technieken gebruikt. Zo is in een case-studie het LCMSeq, een soort 
SPM-algoritme, gekoppeld aan TileVis en een 3D windroos. Met 
behulp van een tienjarige tijdserie van Nederlandse uurlijkse 
winddata werd deze “visuele data mining” gebruikt om de dagelijkse 
patronen die geobserveerd worden op de weerstations te ontdekken. 
De gevonden patronen kunnen in vijf unieke sequenties worden 
gegroepeerd die het dagelijkse variabele gedrag van de wind boven 
Nederland in ruimte en tijd beschrijven. In het algemeen wordt het 
Nederlandse windgedrag gekenmerkt door wind uit het 
zuidzuidwesten met snelheden van 5 tot 8 m/s. Onze benadering laat 
zien dat de combinatie van een algoritmische en visuele strategie 
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toegepast kan worden om veel voorkomende windpatronen interactief 
te verkennen.  
 

Ten tweede introduceerden we het gebruik van een 
tijdschuifvenster (SW). Het SW laat een meer uitgebreide exploratie 
van windpatronen toe want hiermee kunnen we de analyse van 
windpatronen uitvoeren met continue in plaats van discrete 
tijdstappen. Hierdoor is het mogelijk om het LCMSeq algoritme te 
gebruiken om continue tijdseries van winddata te verkennen en 
exploreren zonder dat we ze moeten splitsen in willekeurige 
tijdseenheden (bijvoorbeeld dag). Deze data mining benadering liet 
zien dat de Nederlandse winddata uit weerstations driemaal meer 
patronen bevat dan gevonden in de eerste studie. De resultaten 
lieten ook zien dat windgedrag wordt gekenmerkt door twee 
heersende windrichtingen. Naast de eerder gevonden overwegend 
zuidzuidwesten wind blijkt er ook nog een noordoostoostelijk wind 
patroon herkenbaar te zijn. Deze bevinding toont aan dat er een 
risico is patronen over het hoofd te zien als men alleen met discrete 
tijdseenheden zou werken. Het werken met de continue tijd blijkt 
efficiënter, en maakt het werken met discrete eenheden eigenlijk 
overbodig. Tijdens de data mining hebben we gebruik gemaakt van 
meerdere met elkaar verbonden grafische geovisualisaties, namelijk 
TileVis, 3D-windroos in de ruimte-tijdkubus en een twee-
dimensionele kaart om de windpatronen interactief te visualiseren en 
te verkennen. Deze interactiviteit laat toe dat gebruikers de 
multidimensionale ruimtelijke en temporele windpatronen kunnen 
verkennen tijdens de data mining. Bovendien hebben we het concept 
van 'Focus + Context' toegepast om de niveaus van details in de 
(geo)visualisaties te controleren om visuele opeenhoping te 
voorkomen terwijl de gebruiker nog steeds een overzicht krijgt van 
de verschillende windpatronen die te vinden zijn in de winddata. 
 

Daarna ontwikkelden we een data mining benadering om de 
exploratie van complex windgedrag te verbeteren. Deze keer hebben 
we de dynamiek van wind meegenomen in ruimte en tijd, waar 
ruimte niet alleen naar de locatie maar ook naar de hoogte verwijst. 
Zo worden de windpatronen windprofielpatronen. De standaard SPM- 
benadering werd aangepast zodat patronen gevonden konden worden 
in multidimensionale sequenties die bestaan uit windattributen 
(snelheid/richting) samen met hun locaties, tijdstippen van meting en 
hoogten. Deze aanpassing creëerde een multidimensionale 
sequentiële data mining (MDSPM) benadering om frequente 
windprofielpatronen in kaart te kunnen brengen. Deze benadering 
werd toegepast op een 24-jarige tijdserie (1990-2013) van Medium-
Weather Forecasts European Reanalysis-Interim griddata over 
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Nederland -met een resolutie van 0.125° voor zes verschillende 
hoogtes. De windprofielpatronen werden zichtbaar gemaakt met 
behulp van een 3D windroos, een circulair histogram en een 2D-
kaart. Deze drie visualisaties ondersteunen een holistisch begrip van 
het Nederlandse windgedrag. De resultaten identificeerden vier 
frequente windprofielpatronen, die verder werden geanalyseerd om 
hun windscheringscoëfficiënten en turbulentie-intensiteiten te bepalen 
alsmede hun ruimtelijke overlap met huidige windturbinegebieden. 
Uit de resultaten blijkt dat een van de vier windprofielpatronen zeer 
geschikt is om windenergie te winnen. Dit windprofielpatroon wordt 
gevonden op een hoogte van 128 m en ongeveer 69% van het 
geografische gebied waar dit patroon te vinden is, heeft al 
windturbines. Deze resultaten laten zien dat de voorgestelde data 
mining benadering een verbeterde verkenning van windgedrag 
mogelijk maakt. 
 

Tenslotte hebben we een nieuwe data-driven benadering 
voorgesteld om het jaarlijkse windenergiepotentieel te modelleren en 
in kaart te brengen. Onze benadering is gebaseerd op state-of-the-
art machine learning methodes, die werden gebruikt om twee 
modellen te creëren, namelijk een volledige profiel model en een 
selectieve hoogten model. Deze voorgestelde modellen zijn 
ontworpen door het integreren van twee omgevingsdatasets (24 jaar 
windsnelheid en -richting met een resolutie van 2,5 km en informatie 
over het grondgebruik met een resolutie van 25 m), windturbine-
ontwerpeigenschappen (oppervlakte van de cirkel beschreven door de 
rotorbladen) en windenergieproductiedata per geïnstalleerde 
windturbine. Het volledige profiel model beschouwt de variabiliteit 
van windsnelheid en -richting over meerdere hoogten (6 hoogten in 
dit geval), terwijl het selectieve hoogte model zich richt op de 
windsnelheid en de windrichting op de hoogte van de windturbines. 
Een belangrijk kenmerk van deze modellen is dat ze genormaliseerde 
windkracht voorspellen waardoor de modellen getraind kunnen 
worden met energieproductiedata afkomstig van meerdere 
windturbine-typen. Met deze kenmerken kunnen we de modellen van 
windenergiepotentieel voor kleine, middelgrote en grote windturbines 
voorspellen en in kaart brengen. Met betrekking tot machine learning, 
testten we twee ensemble regressiemethoden: Gradient Boosting 
Regression (GBR) en Random Forest Regression (RFR). Beide 
methoden duiden het belang van de variabelen die werden gebruikt 
om windenergie te modelleren. Resultaten toonden aan dat het 
volledige profiel met GBR-model het beste presteert, met een 
genormaliseerde Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) van 0,15. Dit model 
laat ook een sterke correlatie zien tussen de gemeten jaarlijkse 
windenergie en de voorspelde windenergie voor alle 
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windturbinecategorieën. De analyse van de belangrijke variabelen 
voor dit model laten zien dat windenergie vooral beïnvloed wordt door 
windsnelheid en windrichting op 40, 60 en 200 m, met name in de 
maanden januari, maart, juli, november en december. Verder hebben 
we opgemerkt dat bestaande windturbines op land voornamelijk in 
agrarische gebieden liggen. Dit verklaart de relatief hoge bijdrage van 
landbouw qua landgebruik bij het voorspellen van 
windenergiepotentieel op nationale schaal. Daarnaast betekent het 
beter presteren van het volledig profielmodel dat windenergie 
gevoelig is voor de variabiliteit van windgedrag op meerdere hoogten. 
 

Kort samengevat, presenteert dit proefschrift een studie over 
de combinatie van data mining en geovisualisatie voor het 
onderzoeken van multidimensionale windpatronen zodat we beter 
inzicht kunnen krijgen in windgedrag op grote schaal. Afhankelijk van 
het type windpatronen kunnen onze data mining benaderingen 
worden gekenmerkt als 2D (locatie en tijd) of 3D (locatie, tijd en 
hoogte). Het gebruik van geovisualisatie zorgt voor een diepere 
exploratie van complexe windpatronen, en door het toevoegen van 
interactiviteit, kunnen we de data mining benaderingen verbeteren. 
Dit proefschrift heeft ook het potentieel van data-driven 
benaderingen voor het ontwikkelen van robuuste 
windenergievoorspellingsmodellen aangetoond. Wij hopen dat deze 
bevindingen bijdragen tot een beter begrip van windenergiepatronen 
en aan het vinden van geschikte locaties voor toekomstige 
windparken. Aangezien onze data mining en data-driven 
benaderingen generiek zijn, hopen we ook dat de bevindingen van dit 
proefschrift zullen inspireren tot het gebruik van deze informatie-
extractiemethoden voor andere ruimtelijke en temporale datasets. 
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